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CHAIR LETTER 

____________________________________________________ 

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the Constitutional Convention committee at MUNUC 33! My 

name is Ian Bamford, and I am your chair. I am a second year economics major from Connecticut, but 

I am especially interested in history and political science. MUNUC 33  marks my seventh conference 

over five years, and I have been consistently impressed by the high level of discourse that I have seen 

in my past conferences, especially last year when I was an assistant chair of the Congress of Vienna 

committee at MUNUC 32. I am looking forward to seeing all of you come together to produce a lively 

debate on how a government should be structured.  

During this committee, I want you to forget everything you know about the United States 

government. After all, it would be a disappointment if we worked all weekend to produce a facsimile 

of our current governing document. I am looking forward to hearing original solutions from you that 

draw from the history and political philosophy that the framers had available to them in 1787. But 

fear not! All of the evidence that you could possibly desire is contained in this background guide, and 

you will have a host of prepared assistant chairs to help if you have any questions. In reading this 

background guide, I recommend taking notes on the history and philosophical perspectives section 

to introduce these concepts as evidence into the committee. I have high hopes for this committee, 

and I am confident that you all will exceed these hopes. Best of luck in your preparations.  

I hope all of you stay healthy and thrive in these unusual times. Please let me know if you have any 

questions about the committee before the conference, and I am looking forward to meeting you! 

Best, 

Ian Bamford 

ianbamford@uchicago.edu 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMITTEE 

____________________________________________________ 

As a delegate to the 1787 Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, your goal is to design a 

constitution that will guide the United States’s government for centuries to come. The convention 

itself has no powers to effect change--you will draft a recommendation and the state governments 

will decide whether to adopt the new system. That means that your committee has a double burden 

because not only must you design a government that will endure, but you must also be able to sell 

this constitution to the state representatives who must ratify it before it goes into force. As if this 

task was not challenging enough, here is some more pressure: failure is not an option. The current 

government system under the Articles of Confederation is so inadequate that you, this country's 

leading citizens, decided it needed to be changed only four years after the end of the Revolutionary 

War. If you are unsuccessful in your task, then the young country will fall apart, and King George III 

from Hamilton will be right: “You’ll be back, time will tell. You’ll remember that I served you well.”1 

Your mission is not just to build a constitution; you must save the United States from collapse. 

Limitations to the committee: 

Since this committee has no legal powers, you have complete free reign over the articles that you 

pass with one exception: this committee will not discuss slavery in debate, and no clauses regarding 

slavery are permitted. Furthermore, voting rights must be granted equally to all adults, regardless of 

protected class, over a particular age. For the sake of this committee, we will assume that all slaves 

had been freed in 1783 after the Revolution as part of the United States’s commitment to liberty. In 

reality, slavery was the most important issue of that era, and it is vitally important that we discuss 

and address the profound effects that slavery has had on our society. However, a Model UN 

committee in which many delegates will be role playing slave owners is not a good forum for this 

discussion. While we will not discuss slavery during debate, I will provide a full history of the issue as 

it relates to the topic, both in the background guide and in our first committee session together. It is 

 
1 Miranda, Lin-Manuel. “Hamilton: An American Musical.” In Hamilton: The Revolution. Edited by Jeremy McCarter. New 
York: Grand Central Publishing, 2016. 
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vitally important that each of you understands the role that slavery had in creating our system of 

government, even if debate on the subject is not permitted.  
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TOPIC: THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 

____________________________________________________ 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Just six years after the Americans won the decisive battle of Yorktown in 1781, it was clear that the 

American experiment had been a failure. While the Americans gained their freedom, they had 

proven that they were incapable of governing themselves. The Articles of Confederation outlined the 

structure of the American national government as a weak and ineffective institution. Rather than 

retain strong federal powers, it instead left most of the governing to the semi-autonomous states. 

However, it did not take long for the country’s leading citizens to realize that if the American 

experiment were to succeed, then the American people must govern themselves in the same way 

they fought the British--in unity.2 These leading citizens gathered in Philadelphia during the summer 

of 1787 to construct a new government to replace the defective Articles. In this committee, it will be 

your job, not that of the legendary framers of the 18th century, to construct a government from 

scratch. 

This committee is divided into three parts, corresponding to the three branches of the government: 

the legislative, the executive, and the judicial. This means that our committee will cover Articles I, II, 

and III of the actual Constitution. To maximize debate on these fundamental issues, we will not 

consider the topics included in Article IV (relations between the states and the federal government), 

Article V (amendments), Article VI (supremacy clause), and Article VII (ratification). 

The first session on Thursday night will be an introduction to the topic. We will discuss the role of the 

federal government and the nature of checks and balances. This philosophical discussion is 

important to have first because it addresses questions that are essential to answer before 

constructing a government from scratch. While it is sufficient to rely on your own intuition on these 

topics, I hope that you will pull ideas from the philosophers listed in this background guide. The 

theories of these philosophers were enormously influential in the crafting of our current 

 
2 David Stewart, The Summer of 1787 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2007). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CmeWiG
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CmeWiG
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CmeWiG
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Constitution, and I hope that you all will consider their ideas in this session and apply them to future 

sessions. 

The second and third sessions will be dedicated to drafting Article I on the legislative branch. In these 

sessions, our main topics will include the selection of legislators, the powers of the legislature, the 

process for how a bill becomes a law, the checks that it has on other branches, and its structure 

(bicameral or unicameral). The scope of the powers of the legislative sets the tone for the roles of the 

other branches. Here, it is important to decide whether the legislature should be the most important 

and most powerful branch.  

We will debate and write Article II in the latter part of the third session, as well as the fourth session. 

Article II will outline the role selection of the executive branch, as well as its powers and checks on 

other branches. The strength of the executive will depend on what you passed in the previous 

session for the legislative. For example, if you decided on a parliamentary system in the previous 

session, then this structure should be reflected in Article II with the legislature choosing who the 

head of government is. There is also an important distinction between a head of state and a head of 

government. In the present United States, these roles are both embodied in the president. However, 

in parliamentary systems like the UK, the head of government is the prime minister while the head 

of state is another figure like Queen Elizabeth. Both of these roles are within the scope of Article II. 

Another important consideration for Article II is the establishment of the executive Cabinet, the 

senior government officials who advise the head of government (or state) on policy and then execute 

laws. 

The last substantive session will be focused on Article III. The actual United States Constitution 

leaves much to be desired in describing the functioning and the role of the judicial branch, so we will 

seek to do a more expansive and thorough job than the framers on this crucial issue. Historically, the 

judiciary’s role in our modern political system has largely been established through Chief Justice 

John Marshall’s three decade leadership of the Court from 1801 to 1835. In the first American 

landmark case, Marbury v. Madison, the Marshall Court upheld the principle of Judicial Review, in 

which the Court could determine that a law violates the Constitution and cannot be enforced. 
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Therefore, an important consideration for this session will be to determine the extent of the 

judiciary’s ability to declare laws unconstitutional. 

Perhaps the simplest task will be to establish the overarching legal system, including the Supreme 

Court and any lower courts. How will judges be selected? How independent will the courts be from 

public opinion and the other branches? We will also consider whether the country should employ 

common law (the English system) which relies on preceding Court cases or civil law which solely 

relies on what is written in the statutes. Although the actual Constitution did not explicitly mention 

which system the United States would use, implications from Article III pointing to the use of the 

common law system had huge ramifications. Therefore, I believe explicit debate on this subject and 

inclusion in the finished product is important.  

Lastly, we will discuss a bill of rights. While the real Bill of Rights is a series of ten amendments to the 

Constitution, it is essentially a judicial topic that should have been addressed in Article III in 1787. 

What rights should all citizens be entitled to? Who will enforce these rights? What powers will these 

enforcers have to ensure that these rights are protected? While the majority may elect the other two 

branches, the judicial branch needs to protect the interests of minority groups from the overreach of 

the majority. Establishing the rights to which these groups are entitled is, therefore, essential to 

determining the role of the judiciary.  

The modern American Constitution is an extremely flawed document as the American government 

can be both inefficient and cruel. Yet, the American system is also beautiful. Its checks and balances 

were skillfully crafted, and it provided the flexibility to endure through two centuries of change 

which took the United States from a small, agrarian state to its modern-day political and economic 

hegemony over the rest of the world. During the weekend that we are together, I hope you try to 

build a document that replicates and improves upon the flexibility and durability of the modern 

Constitution. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

On July 4, 1776, thirteen British colonies in the modern United States declared themselves 

independent from the rule of the British government. On that day, the government of the United 

States also came into existence. The first five years of independence, the United States did not have 

a formal national government. The Second Continental Congress conducted business on behalf of 

the United States, notably by establishing an alliance with France and by attempting to supply the 

Continental Army. However, the Second Continental Congress should be viewed as more of an 

organizing body wherein delegates from the states decide what path the country should pursue in its 

revolutionary days. The state governments held the power and responsibility to govern and to assist 

the Congress and Army in winning the war.  

Following independence, the Continental Congress realized that the country needed an official 

national government--while the Continental Congress held the de facto responsibility of a national 

government, it did not hold the authority de jure. Discussions began on July 22, 1776 but 

disagreements tabled the effort until October of 1777 after the British captured the American capital 

of Philadelphia.3 The Congress approved the establishment of what would become the United 

States’s first formal national government, but the Articles of Confederation required the ratification 

of each of the thirteen states before it came into effect.  

The requirement for unanimity for the ratification of the Articles would pose a major challenge in its 

adoption. Ten states ratified the Articles in late 1777 and early 1778, but Delaware, Maryland, and 

New Jersey refused because the Articles let the other states’ claims to western land remain an open 

question.4 By February 1779, Delaware and New Jersey were pressured to ratify. Already several 

years into the United States’s independence, many state governments wanted to establish the 

national government without Maryland—they were anxious for the country to have an official 

governing body. However, persuasive state politicians such as Thomas Burke of North Carolina 

encouraged the states to wait. In 1780, the British began raiding the Maryland coast, so the 

government of Maryland wrote to French foreign minister Anne-César de la Luzerne asking for 

 
3 “Milestones: 1776–1783 - Office of the Historian,” US State Department, accessed September 12, 2020, 
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1776-1783/articles. 
4 “Milestones: 1776–1783 - Office of the Historian.” 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Rn8G3T
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Rn8G3T
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ApIjVk
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French naval assistance. The French responded with a demand that Maryland ratify the Articles.5 The 

French did not want to aid a state that roadblocked the establishment of a national government. 

Maryland’s selfish refusal to aid in the national interest eventually was successful when Virginia 

relinquished its western land claims. Maryland held the country hostage and was rewarded with 

exactly what it asked for. These problems with unanimity would continue under the Articles.  

Nevertheless, with Maryland’s ratification, the Articles of Confederation finally went into effect on 

March 1, 1781, five years after the United States declared independence. 

Unfortunately, the Articles of Confederation was not worth the long and agonizing wait for 

ratification. While the period from 1781 to 1789 produced some great victories for the nascent United 

States, much of that decade was filled with political uncertainty and dysfunction caused by the 

inadequacy of the Articles. What made the Articles such a bad governing document? 

The Articles of Confederation provided for an extraordinarily weak central government overseeing a 

“league of friendship” over the mostly sovereign states. The Articles provided only for a legislature , 

the Confederation Congress, but there were no executive or judicial branches to execute or interpret 

the laws passed by Congress. Most laws required approval from 9 out of the 13 states to be passed, a 

high bar given the disagreement and bickering between the states.6 Changing the articles would 

have required unanimous approval.7 However, the requirement for this supermajority to pass laws 

would not have been so catastrophic if Congress actually had power; they did not. 

The Confederation government did not have any economic power. They could print currency, but 

the quantity of dollars in circulation was so great that the saying “it’s worth a continental” denoted 

the worthlessness of an object. The states circulated their own currency in addition to the 

continental dollars, leading to a complex web of money in the country, hampering commerce. Even 

worse, Congress did not have power to collect taxes.8 Instead, Congress could request money from 

the states in proportion to their land values. In reality, few states lived up to the full obligation and 

 
5 “Milestones: 1776–1783 - Office of the Historian.” 
6 Each state delegation had only one vote, but each state had to send between two and seven delegates. 
7 National Constitution Center – constitutioncenter.org. “10 Reasons Why America’s First Constitution Failed - National 
Constitution Center,” November 17, 2020.  
8 Library of Congress. “Road to the Constitution - Creating the United States | Exhibitions - Library of Congress.” 
Webpage, April 12, 2008. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Nyax3y
https://constitutioncenter.org/blog/10-reasons-why-americas-first-constitution-failed
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some states did not pay at all, leaving the Confederation government with no money to fund a 

military or pay off Revolutionary War debt. In sum, there was no national economy as the states 

were bickering about economic issues exactly as if they were sovereign countries.  

Furthermore, while the Articles gave Congress the power to regulate commerce, the lack of a 

national executive meant that the states ended up enforcing their own rules. Oftentimes, these rules 

would conflict with each other, leaving states unable to trade with each other and the national 

government unable to sign trade agreements with other countries. One notable example was a 

dispute between Maryland and Virginia over navigation rights to the Potomac River. Neither state 

could agree on which would regulate the river, and both imposed tolls and taxes that limited 

commerce. As a result, George Mason and George Washington, both future Convention delegates, 

negotiated on behalf of Virginia with Maryland to settle the issue, in direct violation of the Articles’ 

prohibition on such interstate negotiations without Congressional approval. While the issue was 

satisfactorily resolved, it still highlighted not only the issues created by Congress’ lack of control over 

state commercial laws, but also demonstrated how ineffective it was in resolving interstate disputes 

or reinforcing its authority as the arbiter of such disputes.9 

 During its short existence, the Confederation Congress found itself without real power or money, 

essentially leaving the states as sovereign entities. As state rivalries and disputes escalated, the 

bickering and ineffective governance of the states grew to be an embarrassment. However, the 

checkerboard of currencies, regulatory laws, and international treaties was not quite enough for the 

country to accept that its form of government was a failure. There needed to be one important 

single event to push the country to call for a change. That event was called Shays’ Rebellion 

Daniel Shays was a Revolutionary War veteran who had fought at Lexington and Concord, Bunker 

Hill, and Saratoga, some of the most celebrated battles in American history. In 1786, however, he 

was a poor farmer who had not yet been paid by the Confederation Congress for his war service and 

was struggling on a mountain of debt caused in part by the ongoing currency crisis. Shays and his 

allies called for the Massachusetts government to issue more paper currency to reduce the real value 

of their debt, but the government instead decided to raise property taxes, further worsening the 

 
9 David Stewart, The Summer of 1787 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2007). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0PY4b4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0PY4b4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0PY4b4
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situation.10 As a result, thousands of farmers in Western Massachusetts, led by Shays, picked up their 

rifles once again to fight against oppressive government policy. The rebellion played out in two acts. 

First, the rebels marched on the county court in Northampton and prevented it from sitting. They 

attempted to do the same in Springfield but stood down when the local militia opposed them. 

Courts in several other towns were eventually shut down as well. The state government made some 

concessions, but these were rejected by the farmer-turned-rebels.  

After nearly six months of protesting, the rebellion entered its second, bloodier phase. In January, 

the Massachusetts government raised a militia and marched westward to oppose Shays and his men. 

The forces clashed at the Springfield armory where several of Shays’s men were killed and the rest 

forced to retreat. The Massachusettsan militia pursued Shays across Massachusetts, eventually 

capturing some of the rebels in their camp at Petersham in a surprise attack.11 The loss at Petersham 

ended the rebellion.12 

Shays’ rebellion demonstrated the inadequacy of the Articles. The Confederation Congress’s 

inability to deliver sound monetary policy had sparked the currency crisis, and the farmers would not 

have been under such a heavy debt burden if the Congress had paid them what they were owed for 

their war service. Furthermore, the national government did not fund the army that put down the 

rebellion--instead, the money was raised from merchants in the prosperous eastern part of the state. 

Indeed, George Washington wrote, “What stronger evidence can be given of the want of energy in 

our government than these disorders?”13 The Articles were so dysfunctional that they resulted in 

bloodshed. 

During the Shays Rebellion, it became clear to the country’s leading citizens that the Articles of 

Confederation needed to change. In February, Congress endorsed a constitutional convention and 

within the month, most states had selected delegates to be sent to Philadelphia for the convention. 

To conclude this history, I will include two calls to action from the key figures of the convention. 

 
10 David Stewart. 
11 David Stewart. 
12 It was in response to Shays Rebellion that Thomas Jefferson famously said “God forbid we should ever be 20 years 
without such a rebellion. The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants; it 
is natural manure.” 
13 David Stewart, The Summer of 1787. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?t7ya76
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?5s0feh
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KxjEcv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KxjEcv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KxjEcv
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James Madison wrote, “The present system neither has nor deserves advocates, and if some very 

strong props are not applied will quickly tumble to the ground.” Meanwhile, George Washington 

wrote, “Like a house on fire, … the building [will be] reduced to ashes.”14 Clearly, the delegates to the 

convention had to make a drastic change at the convention; any other solution could prove 

calamitous. 

 

  

 
14 David Stewart, The Summer of 1787. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OlT33b
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OlT33b
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HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS 

Athenian Democracy 

Since the Renaissance, classical Greece and Rome exemplified the culture that European civilization 

could aspire to in its emergence from the Middle Ages. These ancient government systems were 

highly influential to the American framers. The foremost historical example of direct democracy was 

the Athenian government. In Athens--one of the many city states in classical Greece--the state was 

directly ruled by its citizens. To decide government policy, the wealthy and propertied male citizens 

would gather together and vote.15 There were no representative intermediaries deciding these 

issues. At times, certain leaders like Pericles would emerge to sway the masses to favor their 

positions, which is why Plato warned in the Republic that the successor government to a democracy 

is tyranny via a demagogue’s control of the people’s votes.16 Besides this Platonic criticism of 

Athenian democracy, there is also the more practical concern that the United States in 1787 was a 

large country, making  such direct votes on every issue extremely impractical. This is especially true 

considering that the fastest method of communication or travel was via horseback, so it would have 

taken days to report the results from all of the states. 

Roman Government  

Unlike the Athenian government, the Roman government was (for 400 years) a republic. Before 

discussing the government, it is important to mention the Roman class system. There were two main 

classes, the patricians and the plebeians. The patricians were the descendants of the founders of 

Rome and were the aristocratic and powerful class. The plebeians were the lower class or 

commoners. Since these classes were largely based on lineage, there were some plebeians who were 

more powerful and wealthier than patricians  The Roman electorate organized themselves into three 

popular assemblies: the Comitia Centuriata, the Concilium Plebis, and the Comita Tributa.17 It is also 

worth noting that voting rights were only granted to free, male citizens. Only certain groups in the 

 
15 “Athenian Democracy,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, accessed September 12, 2020, 
https://www.ancient.eu/Athenian_Democracy/. 
16 Plato, Republic (Athens, 375AD). 
17 “Roman Government,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, accessed September 12, 2020, 
https://www.ancient.eu/Roman_Government/. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?laB22m
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?laB22m
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4Tica9
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4Tica9
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4Tica9
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?wbukmb
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?wbukmb
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empire were citizens, though eventually everyone living in Roman territory got this right (the process 

took centuries). Notably, all of the votes were done in Rome, so realistically only the voices of people 

living near Rome counted. 

The Comitia Centuriata was the assembly for all of the Roman citizens, but these citizens were 

separated into 373 centuries (groups of citizens which collectively casted one vote) based upon their 

wealth.18 The number of citizens in the wealthiest century was much fewer than in the one below 

that and so on, so the voting power of the wealthy was much greater than the poor. Furthermore, 

the centuries voted by rank, so that the wealthiest century would vote first. By the time the vote 

came down to the poorest century, the decision had already been made, essentially rendering their 

vote meaningless. The Comitia Centuriata passed laws, tried criminal cases, and elected the office 

holders.19   

The next assembly is the Concilium Plebis, the assembly of the plebeians. The rights of this assembly 

was a contentious issue in the Roman Republic, but eventually the plebs gained significant power. 

The assembly was granted the right to make laws and elected leaders of the plebs called tribunes 

who could veto actions of any of the other magistrates.20 The role of the tribunes was to check the 

power of the patrician-dominated Comitia Centuriata so that the rights of the plebs were protected.  

Each Roman family belonged to one of the 35 tribes that formed the Comita Tributa. They elected 

quaestors and aediles and voted on minor public matters. The Comita was also a court of appeals for 

non-capital cases.21  

The Senate 

The Senate was a body of a few hundred of the wealthiest and most influential members of Roman 

society. The Senate itself did not hold any direct power, but its advice was extraordinarily 

consequential. The Senate supervised both foreign and domestic policy, directed the Roman 

 
18 “Roman Government.” 
19 “Roman Government.” 
20 “Roman Government.” 
21 “Roman Government.” 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?P0w8ES
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?jj2KOz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?YqC5qI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?dRk1YG
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religious institutions, and controlled state finances. The Senators were chosen by the censors, 

though in the first century BCE, anyone who achieved quaestor rank would qualify automatically.22  

Magistrates 

There were four offices forming the cursus honorum, the positions anyone had to occupy in order to 

achieve the next-higher magistracy.23 The quaestors were the lowest level of the cursus honorum and 

were responsible for government finances. The minimum age for the position was 30 for plebs and 

28 for patricians. The next position were the aediles, responsible for administrative roles such as 

taking care of the temples and arranging games (which made them popular if the games were 

successful). The concilium plebis elected two pleb aediles and either the Comita Tributa or the consuls 

selected two other aediles. The minimum age to be an aedile was 36.  

The next highest ranking office was the praetorship. A man at age 39 could become a praetor and 

was selected by the Comitia Centuriata. Praetors were judges and ruled in the place of the consuls if 

they were absent from Rome. Furthermore, Praetors held imperium which means they could 

command a legion. After being a praetor, a politician could serve as a propraetor, a governor of a 

province and the commander of its legions.24 The highest position was the consul. There were two 

consuls who served as leaders of the Republic, and these consuls had the power to veto each other 

(the status quo vote always bested the change vote if the two consuls were split). The consuls were 

often on war campaign as they were the commanders-in-chief of the Roman military. The consuls 

were selected by the Comitia Centuriata, and they would veto any decision by any other magistrate 

except the tribunes. After serving as a consul, the politician could become a proconsul, a more 

distinguished version of a propraetor. Only after 10 years could a former consul be selected to be 

consul yet again, a limit to prevent any one man from gaining too much power, similar to the short 

term length of one year. The minimum age to be a consul was 42.25  

There existed one higher office which is worth noting. In times of emergency, the Senate could 

request a dictator be appointed by the current consuls. This dictator could only serve for six months, 

 
22 “Roman Government.” 
23 “Roman Government.” 
24 “Roman Government.” 
25 “Roman Government.” 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OV8hnX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ETT2HS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?IeyUH4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?imzDNM
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but had total control over the state. There was no veto from the tribune, oversight from the Senate, 

or legislation that could stop his actions. He could execute anyone without trial and could not himself 

be brought to trial after his term to account for his acts while in office (other office holders were 

frequently prosecuted for crimes they committed in office, although they could only be prosecuted 

after their term expired). The dictator provided some recourse for the state to grant unlimited 

powers to preserve the Republic during a crisis without the impediment of the checks and balances 

of the normal system.26  

The censorship was another magistracy at the very top of the cursus honorum, but the position had 

less power than a consul or even a praetor. However, the eventual requirement that the censors be 

former consuls made any censor influential. The censors were selected by the Comitia Centuriata 

every few years for a term of eighteen months. The Romans frequently took a census of their 

population which listed all of the Roman citizens and their income, determining their tax burden and 

military service requirements. This list also determined how a citizen could vote. The censors could 

strike anyone from the voting roles, typically justified through immoral behavior of said citizen. The 

censors also auctioned tax collection rights and lucrative public contracts. Lastly, the censors 

determined who could be in the Senate.27  

Conclusion 

As Rome was the first republic, it was an important model for the framers to consider. However, 

equally important was the history of its descent into an imperial system. While the full history is far 

too long and complex to tell here, the basic story of the fall in the first century BCE is that the 

Romans had expanded to a great extent at this point and needed to maintain a large standing army 

under the control of the consuls. These consuls increasingly broke constitutional law with Gaius 

Marius holding the consulship five times in a row and seven times total, breaking the rule that ten 

years must pass before a consul could be reelected. In the 80s, Sulla established himself as dictator 

and killed all of his political opponents. By the 60s, Pompey (a brilliant general), Crassus (the 

wealthiest man in Rome), and Caesar (a brilliant politician and general) established a triumvirate and 

 
26 “Roman Government.” 
27 “Censor,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, accessed September 12, 2020, https://www.ancient.eu/censor/. 
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effectively ruled Rome for a decade. Crassus died in 53 BCE and broke this balance of power, leading 

to a civil war between Caesar and Pompey, culminating in Caesar taking his troops into Rome 

(crossing the Rubicon) and taking control of the Republic. By Pompey’s defeat, Caesar had 

established himself as lifelong dictator of the Republic, but was famously murdered in the Senate in 

44 BCE, launching a new triumvirate and set of civil wars. In 31 BCE, Caesar’s nephew Octavius 

(Caesar Augustus) defeated his rival Mark Antony at the Battle of Actium. At this point, Octavius had 

no powerful political rivals left and had control of the army, starting 1500 years of Roman Empire 

where the ruler was the person who controlled the army. The reason why this analysis of the fall of 

the Republic is important is that it provided a crucial warning that if one person was to be 

commander-in-chief, there needed to be a strict check on this person’s use of power. Otherwise, the 

commander of the army could become a dictator as Caesar and Augustus did. 

English government 

The English government was obviously the most relevant case study for the framers. English political 

history is a story about the transfer of powers from the monarch to parliament. Before the Magna 

Carta in 1215, the king held all of the political power in the country, but over the next seven 

centuries, the parliament had gained almost all of the power (while also becoming more 

democratic), relegating the monarch to be a ceremonial figure. In 1787, King George III was still a 

powerful man in British government as the British were still only partially through this full transition 

of powers.  

During the late Plantagenet era (post-1300), the Parliament had assumed a formalized position, 

primarily checking the king’s ability to tax. After the Glorious Revolution in 1789, the British 

Parliament asserted Parliamentary sovereignty such that it had unimpeded control over legislation 

and taxation. Parliament had two houses, the House of Commons and the House of Lords. The 

House of Commons was more powerful and was elected by the 200,000 wealthiest men in the 

country.28 The House of Lords was composed of appointed aristocrats and the top clergy of the 

Church of England, making England a theocracy contrary to the tenets of religious freedom that 

 
28 “Power and Politics | English Heritage,” accessed September 12, 2020, https://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/learn/story-of-england/georgians/power-and-politics/. 
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many of the persecuted religious groups in the United States sought when they settled in the New 

World. The head of British government was the prime minister, the leader of the largest party in the 

House of Commons (though at the time, the prime minister could come from either House of 

Parliament). Meanwhile, the monarch had a formal right to veto any bill as he/she was the 

king/queen-in-parliament, but the last time this right was exercised was in 1707 by Queen Anne. As 

such, the monarch no longer had an actual role in legislation by the late 18th century.29 However, the 

king was still the commander-in-chief of the armed forces and had a role in conducting foreeign 

policy. Overall, though, the British king had little power compared to the Parliament.  

As Edmund Burke, one of the most prominent members of Parliament, wrote shortly after the 

Constitutional Convention, English government was based on a principle of conserving long-held 

traditions while allowing a gradual transformation achieved through compromise to adjust for 

changing circumstances.30 Such a system is inherently flexible and stable. This gradual compromise 

is why the English government slowly evolved over centuries, and its unwritten constitution includes 

laws made over centuries since the Magna Carta.  

The framers would have considered the English government to be the baseline for their system, but 

they were afraid of the executive power of the king (which this history seeks to show was far 

overblown) and despised the undemocratic nature of the government and the empire. However, 

some delegates such as Hamilton advocated for a monarchy in committee, and Gorham even 

offered a Prussian royal the American throne while president of the Confederation Congress.31 While 

most delegates and the American people would not have supported a monarchy, it was certainly not 

out of the question.  

 
29 “British History, 8: Government in the 18th C. | Legal Studies Program,” University of Wisconsin-Madison Legal Studies 
Program, accessed September 12, 2020, https://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~rkeyser/?page_id=760. 
30 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, Oxford World’s Classics (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2009). 
31 David Stewart, The Summer of 1787 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2007). 
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POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES 

*Disclaimer: this section is quite full of admittedly dense content. Do not worry if you enter the 

committee confused by some of these philosophical concepts. While you should do your best to 

understand these important perspectives, please do not hesitate to reach out, either prior to or 

during conference, if you have any questions at all.  

Thomas Hobbes 

Thomas Hobbes is my favorite political philosopher, and I am afraid that I cannot do his theory 

justice in such a short explanation. Thomas Hobbes explored social contract theory beginning with 

an analysis of how humans would act without a government in the state of nature. Social contract 

theory expounds upon the rights one forfeits in turn for protection from the state. In this state of 

nature, Hobbes asserts that everyone is at war with each other because everyone has the ability to 

kill and there is no police force to hold anyone accountable. Afterall, if you are dead, you cannot take 

revenge. Since the primary goal of any person is to survive, everyone must be weary of everyone else 

and strive to become as powerful as possible to defend him/herself. Hobbes described the state of 

nature best in Leviathan:  

Whosever therefore is consequent to a time of Warre, where every man is Enemy to 

every man; the same is consequent to the time, wherein men live without other 

security, then what their own strength, and their own invention shall furnish them 

withall. In such condition, there is no place for Industry; because the fruit thereof is 

uncertain; and consequently no Culture of the Earth; no Navigation, nor use of the 

commodities that may be imported by Sea; no commodious Building no Instruments 

of moving, and removing such things as require much force; no Knowledge of the face 

of the Earth; no account of Time; no Arts; no Letters; no Society; and which is worst of 

all, continuall feare, and danger of violent death; And the life of man, solitary, poore, 

nasty, brutish, and short.32  

 
32 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (London: Penguin Classics, 1651), 186. 
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The reality of life without government is horrible indeed. Clearly, a strong government is necessary 

to prevent such anarchy. 

 

While Hobbes identifies here the anarchy that exists between people without a governing force with 

police powers, states exist in such anarchy as well.  Under the Articles of Confederation, the states in 

the United States existed in virtual anarchy with each other because the Confederation Congress 

was powerless  to act as a police power to resolve disputes between the states. As Hobbes 

suggested, the result was not pretty. He was right about the need to live in continual fear because of 

the Shays Rebellion. He was right about the lack of industry as the patchwork of laws and treaties 

governing commerce limited trade between the states and other countries. He was also right about 
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the difficulty of cultivating lands, as the state governments feuded over land claims in the west. 

Hobbes’s view on the state of nature is a convincing argument in favor of a stronger federal 

government.  

The next part of Hobbes’s philosophy concerns the formation of a governing power. To escape the 

horrible state of nature, Hobbes asserted that people should be willing to lay down their rights to 

self-defense that exists in the state of nature and give it to the commonwealth except in times when 

the commonwealth cannot intervene.33 For instance, the commonwealth has the right to punish 

someone for committing a crime, not the victim of the crime. Interestingly, the social contract is not 

made between the government and the citizens, but rather between all of the members of the 

commonwealth who agree to cede their rights to the government. This idea poses the question of 

whether the anarchy between states existing under the Articles is sufficient cause to cede the 

powers of the states to the national government. In other words, should the states cede some of 

their freedom in return for order?  

Hobbes was a monarchist, but the precise form of government was not important in his work. 

Instead, Hobbes believed that the more important concern is that the powers of government not be 

divided. He said that if the powers were divided between multiple institutions, the governments 

would be ineffective in performing its tasks.34 Instead, all powers should be centralized and 

concentrated in one government in the commonwealth. To avoid a return to the state of nature, 

Hobbes argued that people should respect the government’s absolute authority in exercising its 

sovereignty.  According to this belief, dividing authority between the branches of the national 

government or between the states and the national government could lead to a return to the 

anarchy that Hobbes asserted was the foremost concern. As a demonstration of the evils of 

separation of powers, Hobbes could point to the English Civil War, fought between the king and the 

parliament. Could state sovereignty in the United States lead to such a civil war? Is a possible return 

to anarchy (war) worth the benefits that the separation of powers can provide? 
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John Locke 

John Locke was another British political philosopher who discussed the social contract in his Second 

Treatise on Government. Social contract theory necessarily begins with a discussion of the state of 

nature. Locke’s state of nature is much different than Hobbes’s, as Locke introduces the idea of the 

laws of nature. These laws exist in the absence of both government and religion (as they exist across 

all governments and religions naturally) and protect each person’s right to life, health, liberty, or 

possessions (life, liberty, or property). He acknowledges that some people will try to transgress these 

laws of nature, as one would transgress the laws of a commonwealth, but if such a transgression 

were to take place, it is the right and duty of everyone to punish the transgressor. Locke also states 

that everyone is equal in the state of nature and has the same rights, including the right to punish 

transgressors of the natural law.35  

In Locke’s state of nature, things are generally good (not nasty and brutish), but sometimes there are 

crimes that must be punished. However, he says that in the punishment of these crimes, there are 

often excesses. Men who have been harmed by the crime will take too much in reparations and will 

punish too harshly. This is why a government should judge such cases and decide a fairer 

punishment. This theory necessarily extends to the principle that under an absolute monarchy, 

subjects are in a state of nature with the monarch as they have no higher power to whom they can 

appeal disputes with this monarch.36  

Locke separated from his generally peaceful state of nature a state of war, reflecting how some 

humans are naturally aggressive or violent. In such a state of war, it is the right of the innocent victim 

of the aggression to kill or punish the aggressor who transgressed the natural law.37 Like Hobbes’s 

state of nature, this state of war is undesirable, so people try to reduce the occurrence of war by 

forming a commonwealth. In a civil society, citizens cede their right to punish to the community 

which also forms civil laws to extend beyond the natural law. The legitimacy of the civil society’s 

 
35 John Locke, Second Treatise of Government (Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett Publishing Company, 1980). 
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right to punish therefore comes from the same right that citizens would have had in the state of 

nature, which they transferred to society.38 

 

To enter a civil society, each person must consent to give up some of their natural powers to the 

society and agree to abide by the rules of the government.39 (Living in the territory of a 

commonwealth counts as tacit consent.) To gain legitimacy, not everyone in the commonwealth 

must agree to a law that is passed, as they have already agreed to the circumstances under which a 

law can be passed. In particular, if members of the commonwealth agree that a majority is required 
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to pass a law, those in the minority of a vote must agree to abide by the dictates of the majority. 

Therefore, the majority would make and execute laws in the name of the whole commonwealth. 

Any commonwealth has three purposes: to make laws, to serve as an impartial arbiter, and to 

execute the punishments handed down by the arbiter.40 These purposes can be split into two parts. 

Making laws can be attended to infrequently, as a legislature only needs to modify the already-

existing code of laws. This forms the legislative power. However, the government’s function as judge 

and executor of the laws must occur all of the time, meaning that the executive power is 

characterized through its permanent necessity.41 While Montesquieu would later separate Locke’s 

executive powers into a judicial branch that serves as the impartial arbiter and the executive branch 

that executes the laws and rulings of the judicial branch, Locke only has the legislative and the 

executive functions of government in this initial description of the separation of powers.  

Locke wrote that the people grant the legislature the supreme power in the commonwealth to make 

laws. However, these laws can only conform with the natural rights that men have in order to 

preserve the life, liberty, and property of both its citizens and the commonwealth as a whole.  

Therefore, the legislature has no right to exercise arbitrary power or judgments over its citizens, as 

such power and judgments have no basis in natural law. Punishments can only occur when an 

aggressor has entered a state of war with another member of the commonwealth and, by extension, 

with the commonwealth itself.42 The legislature also has no power to transfer lawmaking powers to 

another body, as the citizens did not consent to being governed in another fashion.  

In addition to the executive power already mentioned that involves adjudicating disputes and 

executing the laws, there also exists a federative power which is the power of the society in regard to 

other societies in this international state of nature. Locke wrote that the federative power to conduct 

foreign policy—while theoretically distinct—should fall under the purview of the branch executing 

the laws.43 Furthermore, since Locke acknowledges that the legislature will not always be in session, 

the executive needs to have the ability to issue orders to deal with emergency situations until the 
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legislature can reconvene. This power is called the executive’s prerogative and should be limited in 

cases in which it serves the executive’s good but not the public good. 

While Hobbes established the need for government under the social contract well, Locke takes 

Hobbes’s analysis further, especially by analyzing the structure of a good government, which Hobbes 

largely neglects. The process by which Locke analyzed the social contract is quite Hobbesian as he 

began with the state of nature and proceeded to establish the ends and sources of power of the 

government, his analysis diverges starkly from Hobbes’s, especially with his idea that the state of 

nature is largely peaceful except in times when an aggressor declares war. This change from Hobbes 

produced a wholly novel concept of why the government should be formed and limited the 

government’s powers such that it must conform with what is allowable under the natural laws; 

otherwise, living under a government would be worse than living in the state of nature. Meanwhile, 

as Hobbes believed the state of nature to be far worse than Locke, Hobbes asserted that the 

commonwealth could take any action it desired to prevent the state of nature, as even a horrible 

despot is worse than the Hobbesian state of nature.  

Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau was a Genevan political philosopher who greatly influenced the French 

Revolution. His effect on the American Revolution and Constitution are more disputed, but the 

framers were certainly familiar with his work. Like the other political philosophers exploring the 

social contract, Rousseau discussed the state of nature in his Discourse on Inequality. He described 

humans in their initial state of being rather animalistic and solitary, wandering the forests with the 

sole goal of self-preservation. Rare encounters with other humans would provide the opportunity to 

reproduce. Humans living in such a stage were naturally good, as would any amoral animal be in such 

a situation. However, humans possessed too many characteristics that made them unique from 

animals: freedom and perfectibility. Freedom is the ability for humans to act rationally against their 

emotions or appetites, while perfectibility was the human capacity to learn and develop, such as 
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through language. These two characteristics combined to form a creature capable of rationality and 

morality.44  

 

At some point in human development, individuals entered a second stage of the state of nature in 

which they began to work together. They eventually started to divide labor and settle in permanent 

communities. In this second stage, humans became interdependent, meaning they could no longer 

just abandon society and return to wandering the forests. Unlike Locke and Hobbes, Rousseau 
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asserted that humans could never achieve this idealistic first stage of the state of nature, as human 

interdependency requires people to remain in a society of some sort.45  

This second stage of the state of nature is one where strife is introduced through two means. First, 

there is sexual competition that develops into what Rousseau calls amour propre.46 While the French 

sentiment of the term (it translates to love of self and implies a sense of self-worth and dignity) is not 

necessarily bad, Rousseau refers to amour propre as the source of evil. To Rousseau, amour propre 

requires a comparison to others such that your own self-worth must be measured against a 

competitors. Therefore, humans become extremely competitive and vicious with each other in this 

second phase. At the same time, there exists a growing inequality as some people become 

landowners while others become simple laborers.47 This inequality produced a class system that 

would go on to define how the community organized politically. Combining intense competition and 

a class system is not a tenable situation, producing the need to organize in a government.  

In the second stage of the state of nature that Rousseau described, those with the most to lose from 

discord are those who are privileged: the property owners. As such, these wealthy property owners 

needed a way to protect themselves from all of the laborers who would steal their lands. They 

created the device of the state and sold it to the laborers through the idea that the laborers needed 

protection from the intense competition that existed.48 In creating the state, the propertied few 

transformed the masses from being potential thieves of the land into the protectors of the wealthy’s 

right to property via fealty to the government. Therefore, the masses approved to implement a 

government that would systematically disadvantage them.  

This theory leads to the natural question of whether the government is a beneficial institution. After 

all, it systematically disadvantages most of the population to the benefit of the few. However, it is 

worth noting that in the absence of the government, humans will not return to the generally good 

original state of nature as empty vessels wandering through the forest. Instead, the perfectibility of 

man, leading to their dependency on others to survive, ensures that people must always be tied to a 
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community. Without a government, humans would revert to the second stage of the state of nature 

in which intense competition and inequality produces a state that Hobbes described. The 

government, therefore, is necessary to control the evils of humanity produced by their amour propre, 

a product of their association with other humans.49  

As a civil society is better than a state of nature, Rousseau sought to construct a legitimate society 

that would benefit everyone, not just the propertied few. Rousseau described this society in his 

Social Contract. Rousseau asserted that every person should maintain their freedom in a civil society 

but that under most such societies in existence, they do not. In France, where his ideas were most 

influential, the French were subject to the arbitrary rulings of the French monarch; they could not be 

considered free. As such, how could any person remain free in society, not subjugated by the will of 

others? 

Rousseau defines natural freedom to be the ability to follow your individual will (which, in the second 

stage of the state of nature involves a Hobbesian right to all things). In establishing a society, all of 

the people must consent to cede their natural freedom to form an assembly to pass laws governing 

the commonwealth. However, while they give up one type of freedom, they receive another: civil 

freedom, the ability to adhere to laws that the person had a vote in shaping. They agree that the 

laws passed by the majority in the assembly would constitute the general will--the will of the 

commonwealth--and that by agreeing to participate in this republican society, they will ensure that 

their personal will was aligned with the general will50. Therefore, a vote is simply a dispute over what 

the general will actually is binding. If you were in the majority, you simply got the answer right. If you 

were in the minority, you were wrong. Therefore, being in the minority does not mean that you are 

giving up your freedom to pursue your own individual will. It simply means that you did not properly 

understand what your individual will was, as you were wrong in your opinion about the general will. 

In joining a commonwealth, you give up your individual rights and ability to have a will separate from 

the rest of the commonwealth, but you maintain your freedom as an individual by agreeing to vote 

in the determination of what the general will of the commonwealth should be. 

 
49 Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 
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There is an issue, however, in the determination of the general will that must be addressed. If society 

devolves into individual factions with their own separate collective will (along racial, class, or 

geographic lines), they may be able to exert enough power to command the assembly. If this is the 

case, laws become decided by a minority and, therefore, do not represent the general will. As such, 

the general will can only be decided if the assembly abides by a rule of one person, one vote.51 

Rousseau has so far established that a legitimate government must be agreed to by a majority of 

every citizen, but does this mean he supported a direct democracy? Rousseau abhorred the idea of a 

government of representatives because it ran counter to his notion that only the vote of a majority 

was required to determine the general will. Contrary to Locke’s legislative sovereignty and Hobbes’s 

broader government sovereignty, Rousseau established a popular sovereignty whereby the people 

must establish the constitutional framework of the commonwealth.52 An approach consistent with 

Rousseau’s philosophy would mean that a Lockean legislative be formed through an assembly of all 

of the people. Similar to Locke’s belief, then, there would still be legislative sovereignty, although 

Rousseau would not consider a representative legislature to be legitimate. However, a 

representative executive conducting the day-to-day business of the government would be consistent 

with a Rousseauian government, as long as these representatives merited the post and were elected 

by the people. In such a case, it can be said that the general will of the commonwealth was that a 

certain citizen should manage its executive affairs. As such, a Rousseauian government would have 

the people retain their sovereignty in performing the infrequent legislative functions directly, while 

they would choose an executive to attend to the quotidian affairs of state. 

Conclusion 

The framers had numerous historical examples and political philosophies that they could draw 

inspiration from during the Convention. In this section, I chose some of the most important 

influences that the framers had. I hope that you will draw from these lessons while constructing your 

government. Athenian government and Rousseau make a convincing case for the people’s control 

over the legislative powers, despite the impracticalities in such an arrangement. Meanwhile, Hobbes 
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presciently predicted a collapse in American government if the powers were separated between the 

states and the federal government. Such a collapse occurred during the Civil War. Of course, Locke 

provided the entire idea of the separation of powers that would become so influential in the actual 

American constitution. The Roman government was a useful case study in a Republic-gone-wrong as 

it ultimately collapsed in the first century BCE (this story was, unfortunately, far too complex to do 

justice in this background guide), although it did provide the basis for the conquest of the greatest 

empire in the Western antiquity. As you will undertake in committee the most difficult exercise in 

political science of constructing a legitimate government capable of ruling a people with a unique 

cultural identity, it is essential to learn from the greatest examples of historical governments and 

political philosophies available to the framers.  
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

The philosophies of the greats examined in the previous section demonstrate the importance of a 

strong but checked government dedicated to serving its citizens. The construction of such a 

government is a task that is immensely complicated, and there are numerous structures that you 

may choose to pursue in committee. These structures are primarily defined by the two branches of 

government outlined by John Locke: the executive and the legislative. Therefore, after examining 

these possible structures which will form the basis for Articles 1 and 2 in committee, we will dive into 

a discussion of solutions for Article 3 on the judiciary and the bill of rights. While these solutions 

presented may be the standard structures that we see in the world today, I look forward to your 

creative proposals.  

Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy 

The first possible solution is a parliamentary constitutional monarchy, the system the British 

employed for centuries (which many commonwealth countries assumed upon independence). 

Notably, modern Japan is also a constitutional monarchy. Unlike that of an absolute monarch, the 

power of the constitutional monarch is checked by a parliament. How would such a constitutional 

monarchy function? 

A monarch would first be chosen and a line of succession established. Next, the monarch must be 

given certain powers as the head of state. Typically, these powers include being the commander-in-

chief, appointer of judges and ambassadors, and the final approver of any bill passed by parliament 

(called royal assent). Meanwhile, parliament would be elected by the people (the lower house) or 

selected by the monarch (the upper house) and would pass bills to collect taxes and spend these 

revenues in the pursuit of the policies they establish. The parliament would also choose a prime 

minister to execute these laws passed by the parliament and approved by the monarch. In general, 

the executive power is split between the monarch and the prime minister with the former focusing 

on international affairs and some domestic policy through royal assent while the prime minister 

focuses on domestic issues. While the powers of the prime minister and monarch differ between 

constitutional monarchies and have many more nuances, this broad outline serves to reflect the 

general structure of this system.  
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In most modern (1688-p) constitutional monarchies, the monarch has little real power and the 

elected parliament controls government policy. The monarchy is, in essence, a traditional institution 

that has lost its purpose outside of ceremony. The monarchy in such a case is a tie to the past, a 

common thread holding the national identity together. While the nascent United States was once 

ruled by the British monarchy, its bloody separation from the British Empire precluded George III 

from becoming a ceremonial monarch for the United States; after all, the American people fought 

for independence from the Crown and did not want to revert to being a subject of the king once 

again. Conversely, there would really be no purpose for the United States to create its own new 

monarchy from scratch and then render it powerless, perhaps aside from taking the burden of the 

ceremonial duties of the head of state away from the head of government and emulating the great 

states of Europe. 

However, a constitutional monarchy with a powerful monarch was still a viable solution for the 

nascent United States. While most modern constitutional monarchs do not have much power, 

historically, they wielded great power. Indeed, British political history since King John agreed to the 

stipulations laid out in the Magna Carta in 1215 can generally be characterized as an account of the 

transition of powers from the monarch to an increasingly-democratic parliament. Could a scheme of 

shared power between a powerful monarch and a parliament work for the United States? One key 

consideration is that back in 1787, the Colonists were afraid of tyrannical government, which they 

thought was grounded in a powerful executive. However, a monarch does provide some unique 

benefits (or problems, depending on your perspective) that make a constitutional monarchy worthy 

of consideration. First, a monarchy is the embodiment of a nation’s history, traditions, and culture, 

tying past generations together. The United Kingdom relies on its queen to anchor its constitutional 

framework all the way back to the plantagenets. The modern American institution analogous to the 

British monarchy is the written constitution (the UK’s constitution is unwritten and based on 

centuries of lawmaking), the document you are about to draft in committee. While we have the 

benefit of hindsight, you must ask yourself whether 1787 America needed a unifying institution like a 

monarch to tie the country together. With the states acting like sovereign nations under the Articles 

of Confederation, such a monarchy may have been a good idea in 1787, even if many Americans 

wanted to avoid the return of strong government or monarchy.  
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Secondly, the monarchy is stabilizing and conservative, acting as a safeguard against demagoguery 

and radical reforms. Monarchs serve for life, so they tend to last longer than the next election cycle. 

As a case of extreme longevity, Queen Elizabeth II has seen 14 British prime ministers since her reign 

began in 1952. Although there are cases where monarchs have died or resigned quickly--including 

Elizabeth’s uncle, Edward VIII who reigned for less than a year--constitutional monarchs tend to last 

longer in office than politicians who face fair elections. It is important to excuse infrequent short 

reigns as exceptions to the rule, especially when democratically elected leaders may not last their full 

term either. After all, Edward VIII’s short reign was bested by US President William Henry Harrison 

who only served for a month. Another important consideration is succession. Royalty does not need 

to pass through family, as some monarchs are elected (like the Pope or the Kings of Poland c. 16th-

18th centuries). However, monarchs typically served for life or until abdication.  

While in a democracy, government policy changes with each election, but a monarch with power 

would be able to limit the radical change that may take place with a new government. The monarch, 

therefore, stabilizes government policy during their reign. Furthermore, since the monarch is the 

embodiment of the country’s national identity and history, the monarch has an implicit duty to 

maintaining the country’s traditions. The monarch will, therefore, tend to slow change so that the 

country is able to bear the strain that change can create.53 If you are afraid that the people may elect 

a government proposing radical reform, then a monarch may be a good stabilizing influence.  

These two advantages are met with some disadvantages powerful enough for the framers to avoid a 

monarchy in 1787. It is undemocratic. It harkins back to George III’s oppressive rule before 

independence. You never know whether the next in line to the throne will be a sane ruler. These 

disadvantages speak for themselves quite clearly, so I will not dive into them as much. I included a 

detailed description of the advantages as I think a monarchy is a viable option that should at least be 

considered and not dismissed out of hand. 

  

 
53 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, Oxford World’s Classics (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2009). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZqwUs8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZqwUs8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZqwUs8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZqwUs8
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Semi-presidential republic 

The semi-presidential republic, a system employed in several countries such as France and Russia, is 

essentially the same structure of government (a parliament led by a prime minister with a separate 

head of state) as a parliamentary constitutional monarchy except the monarch is replaced by an 

elected president who serves for a fixed term.54 The president has the right to veto any bill coming 

from parliament, providing an important check to parliamentary power. Further, the president 

typically takes on the foreign affairs roles while the prime minister takes care of domestic policy, 

especially when the president and the prime minister are in different parties. However, in some 

countries such as France, if the president and the prime minister are in the same party, then the 

president will take on the lead role for all government policy and the prime minister becomes more 

of a side-kick controlling parliament.  

While the semi-presidential republic gives up some of the advantages of the monarchy coming from 

the longevity and historial anchoring of the monarch, the president being democratically elected 

ensures that the people get to determine their policy makers and not birth into the right family. 

However, this stabilizing and conservative check on parliament from the monarch is precisely the 

reason to split up the executive power between the head of government and head of state. In other 

words, the greatest advantages of having a monarch are lost in the semi-presidential republic. 

Furthermore, John Locke argued that the domestic executive powers and the federative powers of 

interacting with other countries should be uniting in one individual, indicating that there may be an 

undesirable confusion in powers when they are split between a president/monarch and a prime 

minister.  

Parliamentary Republic 

The parliamentary republic is basically a semi-presidential system where the president is merely a 

ceremonial figure and has no power (or does not exist at all). The parliament is elected by the people 

or appointed in some other way and then elects its prime minister to serve as the executive. The 

prime minister is typically the leader of the largest party in parliament, so there is oftentimes no 

 
54 WorldAtlas. “What Is a Semi-Presidential System of Government?,” May 10, 2019.  
 

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-is-a-semi-presidential-system-of-government.html
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check on the prime minister’s policies unless there is an upper house in parliament that can veto bills. 

The prime minister would be the head of government, and in some cases also the head of state if 

there does not exist a ceremonial president. The benefit of this government is the efficiency of 

passing laws that results from having few veto players. However, this efficiency can also be 

detrimental as the prime minister would have much power and very little checks on this power. Since 

checking power is an essential mechanism to maintain democracy, the parliamentary republic may 

be too efficient for the good of its citizens. 

Presidential Republic 

The United States’s form of government adopted in 1787 is a presidential republic wherein the 

legislature and the executive are both separately elected by the people, meaning that unlike in the 

parliamentary system, the head of government is accountable to the people and not the legislature. 

Notably, the head of government is also the head of state in the United States, a position embodied 

in the presidency. Since the president is not selected by or accountable to the legislative branch, 

there are more checks and balances in the presidential system than in the parliamentary republic as 

the president can be a different party than the majority of the legislature.  

In the presidential system, the legislature (sometimes divided into two chambers) passes bills which 

can be approved or vetoed by the president. Sometimes, the legislature can override the veto. The 

president can appoint individuals to carry out government policy, though some of these top-ranking 

posts require approval by the legislative. The legislature also typically has the power to raise and 

allocate funds, providing an essential check on the president’s ability to execute policy. While 

legislatures declare war, presidents are the commander-in-chief. The last important check is that the 

legislature can remove presidents through impeachment. The essential story for a presidential 

republic is that each power has a check, providing for a more inefficient government than any of 

those previously described. However, this inefficiency tends to protect the public interest by slowing 

change and preventing the implementation of radical policy too quickly.  

One large, fundamental difference between the presidential system and the other systems discussed 

is that the executive is very powerful. In the other systems, the executive powers are either split or 

the executive is accountable to the legislature. In the presidential system, the president retains all of 
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the executive powers and is elected directly by the people, meaning that they are powerful and more 

independent from the legislature. This is one reason why so many checks and balances are required 

for a presidential system that generally do not exist in the other forms of government. Therefore, if 

citizens are afraid of a powerful executive, it would be best to avoid a presidential systems or to 

institute especially stringent checks and balances lest the president gain too much power. For 

instance, if the legislature could not override a presidential veto of a law or remove a president, then 

the president would be inclined to disregard the country’s rule of law and try to become a dictator. 

Having a mechanism where the legislature can prevent the president from becoming a dictator is the 

most important constitutional mechanism to keeping the country democratic in the future.  

Above are the four main forms of democratic government used in the modern world: constitutional 

monarchy, semi-presidential republic, parliamentary republic, and presidential republic. Analyzing 

the strengths and weaknesses of each of these forms of government is essential before you choose 

which to support in committee. Since these systems of government involve both the legislative and 

the executive, the committee will make a decision to pursue one of these forms when voting for 

Article 1 early in the committee, meaning that the committee will have to construct the executive’s 

powers in the context of this established form of government. Keep in mind that the checks and 

balances should be logical when establishing the legislative and then the executive. Lastly, please do 

not be afraid to be creative, but be prepared to persuade the other delegates why your system is 

better than the four listed above. We will now turn to a discussion on Article 3, the judiciary and 

citizen rights. 

The Judiciary 

In Article 3, we will be establishing the federal judiciary for the United States. The question remains, 

who appoints these judges and how much influence will politics have on judges? In the United 

States, the president appoints judges who must face senate confirmation. These judges are 

appointed for life and can only be removed through impeachment for egregious crimes. This system 

is extremely effective. The ideology of new justices is determined through the people when they 

select a president, but the senate confirmation ensures that Congress can check the president’s 

power to prevent the appointment of radicals. While the selection of judges is a political process 
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(which is unavoidable), the judiciary itself faces no real checks except the possibility of impeachment 

which is quite rare. This way, judges can stick to interpreting the law without feeling political 

pressure. Keep in mind that the purpose of the judiciary is to safeguard the rule of law and protect 

the rights of minorities. Having a judiciary that is able to stand up to the masses to protect the 

powerless is essential, so shielding judges from political influence is necessary. The American 

methodology to appoint the federal judiciary works very well, but there are numerous other 

mechanisms to select and check judges. 

One alternative is that judges can be elected like any other politician. This selection process opens 

the judiciary far more to the political process as judges would now have to campaign and appeal to 

the masses when they are supposed to serve the interests of the minorities in addition to the 

electoral majority. This system would be better if judges were elected for life or their terms were not 

renewable so that once they were on the bench, they would not be swayed by the need to face 

reelection.  

Judges could also be selected through the same process by which a bill becomes a law, so that there 

is no special mechanism to appointing judges. Typically, this would mean that the legislature would 

choose the judge and the executive would then approve the selection. This mechanism is essentially 

the opposite of the United States’ current process by which the executive chooses the judge and the 

legislature approves. As the legislature will likely be much larger than the executive by the number of 

empowered policymakers, the selection process would be much more fraught and political as the 

lawmakers would fight amongst themselves to a greater extent of who will be selected. At the same 

time, there is a greater ability to compromise as multiple judges could be bundled in the same bill to 

satisfy more parties. This mechanism would certainly be interesting to see in action and compare to 

the American process.  

The executive could also appoint and dismiss judges as part of the executive branch such that the 

judges would make decisions in the executive’s name. This system works better in a parliamentary or 

semi-presidential system when executive powers are split between the prime minister and the 

monarch/president, or when the executive is accountable to the legislature. However, in the 

presidential system, the consolidation of executive powers in the president already makes the 
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president a very powerful figure. Giving the president full judiciary powers as well would be quite 

dangerous. Remember that the legislature needs to be able to check the authority of the executive 

lest the executive gains too much power and starts to act as a dictatorship. Therefore, the judicial 

power should only be placed under the executive if the executive had sufficient oversight from the 

legislature.  

A detail that is also important is the duration of appointments. If the appointment is for life or is not 

renewable, then the judge will be less likely to consider political pressures and will focus on ruling 

based on their interpretation of the law. However, if judicial appointments were renewable via 

election or appointment, then judges would bow more to public pressure in fear of retribution by 

being dismissed from office. Some people may consider it beneficial for the judicial system that 

judges are held accountable to the political majority, but others consider the threat to the judiciary’s 

larger purpose to protect minorities in spite of the views of the majority to be more important. 

These are likely to be the most common proposals of how to select and check a federal judiciary. 

Keep in mind that the judiciary will need multiple levels such as the district courts, the circuit courts 

of appeal, and the supreme court. The district courts rule on the large caseload that the federal 

judiciary has, and appeals can be heard at increasing levels, eventually being funneled to the 

Supreme Court, the single greatest arbiter of federal law. Furthermore, the powers of interpreting 

the law should be explicitly stated. Does the judiciary have the right to strike down a law as 

unconstitutional? Such a power would imply legal supremacy whereby constitutional law supersedes 

federal law which supersedes state law, as expressed in the Supremacy Clause of the US 

Constitution. This supremacy is not necessarily implied as many countries employ parliamentary 

sovereignty such that laws passed by the legislature cannot be struck down by the judiciary as 

parliament’s actions have supremacy over the constitution and the other branches of government. 

Deciding on the structure of the judiciary and its ability to interpret laws is important because the 

courts could range from being an independent and powerful branch or a subdivision of the executive 

that is rarely able to strike down laws. 
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Citizens’ Rights 

As mentioned earlier, protecting the rights of minorities is a crucial responsibility for the judiciary, 

but the courts need to know which rights to protect. That is the purpose of the American Bill of 

Rights (and some later amendments), but we will include these rights in Article 3, as they are most 

relevant to the judiciary. Below is a partial list of some of the rights included in the American 

constitution through explicit protection in the amendments or later Supreme Court rulings, as 
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indicated. Note that an important omission from this list is the 13th amendment which outlawed 

slavery. Since slavery is beyond the perview of this committee, we will not discuss it here. 

1. Freedom of speech, press, religion, and assembly (1st Amendment) 

2. Right to bear arms (2nd Amendment) 

3. Right not to have to quarter soldiers (3rd Amendment) 

4. No illegal searches or seizures of private property (4th Amendment) 

5. Rights of the accused, including: 

a. Due process of law (5th Amendment) 

b. No double jeopardy--being charged for the same crime twice (5th Amendment) 

c. No self-incrimination (5th Amendment) 

d. Speedy trial (6th Amendment) 

e. A lawyer assigned free of charge (6th Amendment) 

f. Jury trial  (7th Amendment) 

g. No cruel and unusual punishments (8th Amendment) 

6. Birthright citizenship (14th Amendment) 

7. Equal protection under the law (14th Amendment) 

8. Right to vote without impediment (15th, 19th, 24th, 26th Amendments) 

Many of these rights should be enshrined in the last article we will draft in committee, as well as any 

other rights that you think should be included.  
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STATE POSITIONS AND DELEGATE BIOGRAPHIES 

Note: during the course of your research, you may find that your assigned character held racist views 

or engaged in morally reprehensible practices such as slavery. We do not wish to gloss over this 

integral part of American history; delegates are encouraged to do further research on how such 

institutions influenced the very events that this committee will reenact. However, do not incorporate 

any of these views into debate whatsoever. No racism, sexism, or discriminatory language/actions 

of any kind will be tolerated in this committee. If you have any questions about whether 

something crosses this line, please do not hesitate to reach out to the dais. You will never be 

penalized in any way for asking. 

Each of the delegates to the Convention bring their own opinions and experiences that are difficult 

to classify based on their state of origin. As such, keeping your delegate’s biography in mind is going 

to be more important to deciding a course of action in committee than simply referring to the state 

they represented. For instance, someone who served in the army or as a minister may have more 

interest in foreign than domestic affairs. Perhaps your delegate grew up in a smaller state and is now 

representing a larger state, so they are more sympathetic to the viewpoint of the smaller states. 

Paying attention to your delegate’s biography will help add richness to your courses of action in 

committee.55,56 

 
55 Note: unless noted otherwise, all background information in the delegate biographies came from the National Archives 
56 National Archives. “Meet the Framers of the Constitution,” November 2, 2015.  
 

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/founding-fathers
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State Positions 

There are two major issues that split delegates across state lines. First, the small states wanted equal 

representation in Congress while the large states wanted representation proportional to their 

population. The large states were Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts. The other states were 

small states, but New York and Maryland were certainly bordering on being a large state, so they 

were more amenable to favoring the larger states than would Delaware, the smallest state 

represented. The other major issue was the economy. In general, northern States (New England 

states, New York, and Pennsylvania) were opposed to slavery (which will not be discussed in 

committee), in favor of high tariffs to promote industry, and wanted the federal government to 

assume the state war debts. The southern states wanted the opposite. How these economic 

considerations play into the debate, aside from slavery, is up to you delegates. 

Connecticut 

William Johnson 

William Johnson was the son of Samuel Johnson, a well-known Anglican clergyman and philosopher 

who was the first president of King’s College (later Columbia University). William Johnson went to 

Yale for his undergraduate and graduate studies and, against his father’s wishes, opted to pursue law 

instead of becoming a minister. He became a wealthy (by New England standards) and prominent 

lawyer based out of Stratford, CT. He was prominent in local politics, entering the militia and the 

lower house of the colonial assembly. When the British started legislating on colonial affairs, 

Johnson unsuccessfully tried to broker peace. He refused to attend the First Continental Congress 

and generally did not support independence. After the war, he resumed his public service as a 

prominent member of the Confederation Congress and a delegate to the Constitutional Convention, 

where he supported the Connecticut Compromise. Post-Convention, he served as a US senator and 

ended his career as the president of Columbia University. 
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Roger Sherman 

Roger Sherman moved frequently in his early life before settling in New Milford, CT where he 

became the county surveyor and assumed leadership positions in the community. Aside from being 

widely-read, he had little formal education, yet he was still admitted to the bar as a lawyer. For seven 

years, he had a distinguished legal and political career as a representative to the colonial legislature 

and a judge. He abandoned this career to own a shop in New Haven, CT and Wallingford, CT. While 

in New Haven, he became Yale University’s treasurer. He became a judge for Connecticut’s Superior 

Court, a member of both houses of the colonial assembly, and a delegate to the Continental 

Congress where he served on the drafting committees for both the Declaration of Independence and 

the Articles of Confederation. He also served as the mayor of New Haven. While at the Convention, 

he was instrumental in designing the New Jersey Plan and brokering the Connecticut compromise. 

After the Convention, he was a US congressman and senator. 

Oliver Ellsworth 

Ellsworth was born in Windsor, CT and was educated at Yale and the College of New Jersey 

(Princeton). He studied theology and then the law and was admitted to the bar as a lawyer. He 

slowly built up a prosperous law practice and later became the state’s attorney for Hartford County 

and one of Connecticut’s delegates to the Continental Congress. He supervised much of 

Connecticut’s war effort. During the Convention, Ellsworth proposed that representation in the 

legislature be apportioned based on state rather than population. He proposed to change the 

wording of the Constitution so that it said “United States” and not “national” government. He left 

the Convention early so was not a signatory, but he favored Connecticut’s ratification. Ellsworth later 

became a US senator and chaired the committee which oversaw the bill organizing the federal 

judiciary and Hamilton’s plan for funding the national debt and creating the Bank of the United 

States. He later became the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and was briefly the commissioner to 

France. 
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Delaware 

George Read 

George Read was born to a wealthy, landowning family from Maryland which moved north to 

Delaware. He became a lawyer and assumed the role of crown attorney general for Delaware. He 

protested the British colonial policy after the Seven Years’ War, but voted against declaring 

independence. Nevertheless, he ended up signing the Declaration of Independence. He then chaired 

Delaware’s constitution convention and was speaker of the state legislative council. When the 

president was captured by the British, Read became the acting president. After the war, he served on 

various committees and conventions which resolved many of the conflicts produced under the 

Articles. At the Convention, he championed the rights of small states and advocated for a powerful 

executive. After the Convention, he served in the US Senate.  

Gunning Bedford, Jr 

Gunning Bedford was born and raised in Philadelphia as part of a distinguished colonial family which 

had originally settled in Jamestown, VA. He graduated with honors from the College of New Jersey 

(Princeton) as a classmate of James Madison. He also studied under Joseph Read before being 

admitted to the bar. He served in the Continental Army and held various political positions such as 

serving in the legislature, state council, and the Confederation Congress. He later became 

Delaware’s attorney general. At the convention, Bedford advocated for the rights of small states and 

helped to draft the Connecticut compromise. After the convention, he remained attorney general for 

Delaware and then George Washington nominated him to become a federal district judge in 

Delaware. 

John Dickinson 

John Dickinson, known as the “Penman of the Revolution,” was born to a prosperous farming family 

and was educated by private tutors in his youth. He later completed his education in London and 

returned to Philadelphia to become a prominent lawyer. He held political seats in both Delaware and 

Pennsylvania, where he unsuccessfully led a conservative faction against Benjamin Franklin. He 
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penned influential pamphlets and wrote the resolutions for the Stamp Act Congress. His pamphlets 

“Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania”, which sought the repeal of British taxation measures, 

earned him an honorary degree from the College of New Jersey (Princeton). In the year leading up to 

war, he still sought a peaceful solution and would vote against the Declaration of Independence. 

Despite his anti-war stance, he became a brigadier general until he lost reelection to the Continental 

Congress. He later rejoined the Congress and signed the Articles of Confederation and then became 

the president of Delaware’s Supreme Executive Council. He moved back to Pennsylvania and 

became the president of that state until he returned to Delaware to serve as his home state’s 

delegate to the Annapolis Convention. At the Constitutional Convention, he helped with the 

Connecticut Compromise. He left the Convention early, but his friend George Read signed in his 

name. 

Richard Bassett 

Richard Bassett was born in Maryland to a tavern-keeper father who abandoned him. A relative 

raised Bassett and left him a plantation in Maryland as inheritance. He studied law in Philadelphia 

and was admitted to the bar in Delaware. He prospered as both a Maryland planter and a Delaware 

lawyer. During the Revolution, he was a captain of the Dover cavalry militia. And served on the 

Delaware council of safety. He served in the state constitutional convention and sat in both houses of 

the state legislature. At the Constitutional Convention, he did nothing of note, but afterwards he 

served as a Federalist US Senator, a judge, and a governor. 

Jacob Broom 

Jacob Broom was born to a farmer/blacksmith. He was educated at home and at a local school. His 

primary occupation was as a farmer and a merchant. His career was not particularly distinguished, 

serving as a city leader in Wilmington, DE and as a state congressman. His role at the Constitutional 

Convention was minor, though he likely supported the rights of small states and traders. After the 

Convention, he continued serving in an undistinguished career in local public office and various 

business ventures, most of which were unsuccessful. 
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Georgia 

William Few 

William Few was born on a farm near Baltimore, MD and had little formal education and much 

financial hardship. Few and his family opposed the royal governor well before the Revolution, 

resulting in his brother’s hanging and the destruction of their family farm. The rest of the family had 

to move to Georgia. There, Few was admitted to the bar and set up a legal practice. He became a 

lieutenant colonel in the Georgia dragoons and then entered politics in the Georgia provincial 

congress and the Continental Congress. He did not participate during much of the Constitutional 

Convention, but he did go on to become a US Senator and returned to the state assembly. He 

became a federal judge in Georgia but resigned this post to move to New York City where he served 

in the legislature, as the inspector of prisons, alderman, and US commissioner of loans. He was also a 

director of the Manhattan Bank and City Bank. 

Abraham Baldwin 

Abraham Baldwin was born in Guilford, CT as the son of a blacksmith who went into serious debt to 

educate his 12 children. He went to Yale and then became a minister and a tutor. He also served as 

the chaplain in the Continental Army. He declined an offer to be a professor of divinity at Yale, 

opting instead to pursue the law. He became a lawyer in Fairfield, CT before moving to Georgia 

where he continued his legal practice. He sat in the legislative assembly and the Continental 

Congress. When his father died, he had to pay off the considerable debts and the remaining 

education expenses for his half-brothers and half-sisters. While at the Constitutional Convention, he 

favored representation in the Senate based upon property, but then changed his mind to support 

representation by state, largely because of his Connecticut roots. After the Convention, he returned 

to the Continental Congress and was elected to the US House and Senate where he opposed the 

Federalists. He later founded the University of Georgia. 
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William Houston 

William Houston was a member of a prominent Georgian family that held significant positions in the 

colony. He was educated briefly in London but returned to support the colonial cause during the 

Revolution to the dismay of his loyalist family. He represented Georgia during the Continental 

Congress and was one of the individuals sent to settle a boundary dispute with neighboring South 

Carolina. Although his time at the Convention was brief, he voted against equal representation for 

states in the Senate, opposing Baldwin’s “aye” vote because Georgia expected to become a larger 

state in the future.  

William L. Pierce 

While little is known about his life, William Pierce was likely born in Georgia and then moved to 

Virginia. He served as an aide to Continental General Nathaniel Greene during the Revolution. He 

became a businessman and then was a member of the Georgia House and the Continental Congress. 

At the Convention, he advocated for one popularly-elected house of the legislature and one state-

elected house, as well as short term lengths. He advocated for a strong federal government, as long 

as state rights were not completely eliminated. He left early as his business was in trouble and ended 

up going bankrupt. Pierce died just two years later in a mountain of debt. 
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Maryland 

James McHenry 

James McHenry was born and educated in Ireland before moving to Philadelphia in 1771. His family 

established an import business in Baltimore and studied medicine under the well-known Dr. 

Benjamin Rush in Philadelphia. He was a military surgeon during the war with a Pennsylvania 

battalion, but he was captured during the Battle of New York. A few years later, he became George 

Washington’s secretary at Valley Forge where he left the medical profession. He joined the staff of 

the Marquis de la Lafayette briefly before entering the Maryland Senate and the Constitutional 

Congress. He had little role in the Convention and missed many sessions to attend to his sick 

brother, but his notes on the proceedings have been important to historians. He sat in the Maryland 

legislature before becoming the Secretary of War under Washington and Adams. 

Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer 

Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer was born in Maryland, though we know little detail of his early life. He 

later owned a large estate near Annapolis and had many famous friends, including George 

Washington. He served in several positions in public office including as a justice of the peace, a 

delegate to a boundary commission, a member of the provincial court and the royal governor’s 

council, president of the Maryland council of safety, president of the first state senate, a delegate to 

the Continental Congress, and state revenue and financial manager. He favored a strong and 

permanent union of the states with a Congress with taxation power. He did not speak frequently at 

the Convention and died shortly after. 

Daniel Carroll 

Daniel Carroll was a part of a well-known Maryland family with a brother who became the first 

Catholic bishop in the US. He largely stayed out of the public eye until 1781 when he entered politics. 

He was elected to the Continental Congress, bringing the news that Maryland finally agreed to 

accede to the Articles. He served in the Maryland Senate for much of his life  and arrived at the 

Convention late, though he attended many sessions after his arrival. He was elected to the US House 
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of Representative and voted for the relocation of the capital to the shore of the Potomac, where he 

held land. He would later join the surveying team for the district until his resignation and subsequent 

death. 

Luther Martin 

Luther Martin was born in New Jersey and educated at the College of New Jersey (Princeton) before 

moving to Maryland. He studied the law and was admitted to the Virginia bar as a lawyer. An early 

advocate of independence, he served as Maryland’s attorney general during the war, mercilessly 

prosecuting loyalists. He also served in the army briefly during this stint as attorney general. Martin 

opposed a strong national government and sided with the small states against the Virginia plan. He 

walked out of the committee in protest so he could bring his case against the Constitution to the 

Maryland legislature and the press. He condemned unequal representation, the supremacy of the 

national government over the states, and the lack of a jury for the Supreme Court. Martin later 

served as a defense counsel for his friend and Supreme Court Chief Justice Samuel Chase at his failed 

impeachment and for Aaron Burr’s treason trial. He continued to serve as Attorney General and 

argued before the Supreme Court in favor of Maryland in the landmark case, McCulloch v. Maryland, 

which he lost. The ruling determined that states could not tax federal institutions. In his later years, 

he faced heavy drinking, paralysis, and poverty, the result of being on the losing side of every battle 

he fought in his career. 

John F. Mercer 

John Mercer was born in Virginia and attended the College of William and Mary. He joined the 

Virginia Regiment as an aide to General Charles Lee during the Revolution until the general’s court 

martial. He then served briefly under Lafayette. After the war, he was elected to the Virginia House 

of Delegates and represented Virginia in the Confederation Congress. At the Convention, Mercer 

voted no towards the final document due to his disagreement towards a centralized government. He 

left the Convention before it ended in protest. He became a Republican in the House of Delegate and 

US House of Representatives before joining the delegates under Jefferson’s presidency. 
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Massachusetts 

Nathaniel Gorham 

Nathaniel Gorham was born to a poor family in Massachusetts but established a successful company. 

He won election to the colonial legislature and supported the Revolution as a delegate to the 

provincial congress, member of the Massachusetts Board of War, delegate to the state constitutional 

convention,  representative in both houses of the state legislature, and judge and delegate to the 

Confederation Congress where he served as president. During his presidency over the Congress, he 

reportedly offered to make the Prince of Prussia King of the United States (Summer of 1787). At the 

Convention, he attended all of the sessions and was the powerful Chairman of the Committee of the 

Whole. A failed business venture following the Convention caused Gorham to go bankrupt, leading 

to him losing his social status and political esteem. 

Rufus King 

Rufus King was born in northern Massachusetts (modern-day Maine) as the son of a prosperous 

farmer-merchant. He attended Harvard and served as a general’s aide during the Revolution before 

becoming a lawyer. He was a gifted orator, so he entered politics as a member of the Massachusetts 

legislature and a delegate to the Confederation Congress. He was an early opponent of slavery. 

While he entered the Convention thinking that the Articles should be left unchanged, he quickly 

changed his mind and joined Madison as a nationalist. King took notes on the convention which have 

become of historical significance. King moved to New York after the Convention and became a US 

senator for that state, supporting federalist causes. He was appointed as the director of the Bank of 

the US and Minister to Great Britain. He was a vice-presidential candidate for the Federalist Party in 

1804 and 1808, losing both times and returned to the Senate to oppose the War of 1812 until the 

British raided Washington, DC. King was the federalist candidate for the presidency in 1816 and 

denounced the Missouri Compromise, believing that slaves should be emancipated immediately and 

not gradually. He resigned from the Senate but President John Quincy Adams convinced him to 

return as Minister to Great Britain, though he fell ill and returned home to die. 
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Elbridge Gerry 

Elbridge Gerry was born in Marblehead, MA to a wealthy merchant family. He graduated from 

Harvard and joined the family business. Gerry joined the first and second Continental Congresses 

and signed the Declaration of Independence. He was chiefly responsible for military and finance 

matters. He walked out of Congress during a quarrel with military suppliers. During his years of 

public service, he developed many enemies and was ideologically afraid of tyranny. He was a vocal 

member of the Convention, presiding over the committee which drafted the Connecticut 

Compromise which he ultimately disapproved of. He frustrated other delegates by his inconsistency 

and objections to everything he did not propose. Gerry denounced the Constitution because it 

lacked a Bill of Rights. Despite these protests, he was elected to Congress for four years. He was 

appointed by Adams to negotiate with France to prevent war but was caught up in the scandalous 

XYZ Affair. Gerry was later recalled back to the United States and was censured by the Federalist 

government. He lost the Massachusetts gubernatorial election four times due to his “aristocratic 

haughtiness” but finally won for two terms. His redistricting effort in Massachusetts led to the term 

“gerrymander,” a mix of “Gerry” and salamander, representing the lizard-like shape of the districts. 

He served briefly as vice president before dying on his way to the Senate.  

Caleb Strong 

Caleb Strong was from Northampton, MA and was educated at Harvard. He became a 

Massachusetts lawyer and served on the state’s General Court. He was also the county attorney. At 

the Convention, he supported a strong central government. He proposed notable clauses which 

stated that the House should originate all money bills, and voted for equal state representation in 

the Senate and proportional representation in the House. He left the Convention early to tend to 

family illness, so he could not sign the Constitution, but he did advocate for its adoption. He was 

chosen as Massachusetts’ first US senator and helped author the Judiciary Act which established the 

courts. He defeated Gerry to become the Governor of Massachusetts and won reelection several 

more times. He opposed the War of 1812 before retiring in 1816. 
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New Hampshire 

John Langdon 

Born in Portsmouth, NH to a prosperous farmer, John Langdon had little formal education and 

successfully pursued a career as a merchant. He was a supporter of the Revolution and participated 

in the seizure of British munitions in 1774, well before the fighting started. Langdon later served as 

speaker in the state assembly and as a delegate to the Continental Congress. Langdon also served as 

the state prize officer on behalf of the Congress and built privateer ships, adding to his fortune. He 

paid for and organized an expedition against British General Borgoyne’s forces and commanded a 

militia unit at the Battle of Saratoga. He continued in his role as speaker for the state legislature and 

as a delegate to the Confederation Congress before becoming the president of the state. While he 

missed the first half of the Convention, he took a prominent role at the end. Langdon believed in a 

strong federal government. After the Convention, he was state president again and took part in 

ratifying the Constitution before being elected to the US Senate. He switched parties from being a 

Federalist to a Democratic-Republican during the 1790s and returned to state politics for a decade 

beginning in 1800.  

Nicholas Gilman 

Nicholas Gilman was born to a prominent New Hampshire family in Exeter. He was educated in local 

schools and worked at his father’s general store. During the Revolution, he was a captain in the 

Continental Army and served throughout the war. After the war, he returned to his father’s store and 

served in the Continental Congress for a few years, though he was absent for many sessions. He 

arrived at the Convention late and made no major speeches. For someone who led such a quiet life, it 

seems strange that he was selected to attend the Convention. He later became more prominent, 

serving in the US Congress and the state legislature for two decades as a Democratic-Republican. 
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New Jersey 

William Livingston 

William Livingston was born in Albany, NY and was raised by his grandmother before becoming a 

missionary to the Mohawk Tribe. He later attended Yale and became a lawyer in New Jersey, having 

married a wealthy landowner. He was known for supporting Calvinist causes against the more 

popular Anglican Church. He sat in the colonial assembly for a few years. He decided to give up his 

law practice and built an estate to live as a farmer. Leading up to the Revolution, he joined the 

committee of correspondence and then was a delegate to the First and Second Continental 

Congresses. Before the signing of the Declaration, he left Congress to command the New Jersey 

militia as a brigadier general, where he served until his election as New Jersey’s first governor, a post 

he held until his death in 1790. He was notably anti-slavery. At the Convention, he missed several 

sessions due to his gubernatorial duties, but he chaired the committee that reached the compromise 

on slavery and supported the New Jersey Plan. 

David Brearly 

David Brearly was born near Trenton, NJ and attended but did not graduate from the College of New 

Jersey (Princeton). He chose to pursue a career in law in Allentown, NJ. He backed Revolutionary 

causes, and the British arrested him for treason. Luckily for him, he was freed by a group of patriots. 

He took part in the state constitutional convention and served as a colonel in the state militia. He 

was elected to the New Jersey supreme court and his decision in Holmes v. Walton established an 

early principle of judicial review. At the Convention, he was a follower of Paterson, favoring the New 

Jersey Plan to give each state the same number of votes in the legislature. He only had three years 

left to live at the Convention, and he helped ratify the Constitution in New Jersey and was appointed 

as a federal district judge by George Washington. 
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William Paterson 

William Paterson was born in Ireland but his family settled in Princeton, NJ. His father became a 

wealthy merchant, enabling Paterson to attend private school and the College of New Jersey 

(Princeton) for his BA and MA. He decided to pursue a career in law in that state. During the 

Revolution, he served in the provincial congress, the state constitutional convention, the legislative 

council, and the council of safety. He also served in the state militia. He was attorney general of the 

state during the whole war before retiring from public service in 1783 until the Constitutional 

Convention. He attended the first half of the Convention and advocated for the New Jersey Plan, 

supporting the small states. He returned to Philadelphia to sign the final document. He was elected 

to the US Senate where he helped to write the Judiciary Act and then was governor of New Jersey 

for three years. Thereafter, he served as a justice of the US Supreme Court and died in this post.  

Jonathan Dayton 

Jonathan Dayton was born in Elizabeth, NJ to a shopowner-turned-politician father. He was 

educated at the College of New Jersey (Princeton), graduating in 1776 at age 16. He entered the 

Continental Army and obtained the rank of captain by age 19. He served under his father, General 

Elias Dayton, and the Marquis de Lafayette. For a time, he was a prisoner of war. After the war, 

Dayton split his time between land speculation, his legal practice, and politics, sitting in the state 

assembly for a year. He was chosen to attend the Convention when his father declined to attend. He 

arrived late but was a frequent contributor and eventual signer. He later served in the US House as 

Speaker, backing Hamilton’s Federalist policies before he was selected to serve in the US Senate. He 

was indicted on charges of treason for supporting Aaron Burr’s imperial prospects in Spanish lands, 

destroying his national political career. However, he remained popular and active in New Jersey until 

his death. 

William C. Houston 

William Houston attended the College of New Jersey (Princeton) and subsequently remained on the 

faculty as master of the college grammar school and then a professor in mathematics and natural 

philosophy. He became deputy of the Second Continental Congress and served as a captain in the 
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state militia. Houston later took up post as a politician, serving in the New Jersey assembly and the 

Council of Safety before returning to the Continental Congress. During this time, he passed the bar, 

becoming a clerk to the New Jersey Supreme Court and founding a law practice. He only attended 

the Convention for a week due to illness and died in the following year. 
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New York 

Alexander Hamilton 

Alexander Hamilton was born in the British West Indies. He later attended King’s College (Columbia), 

but left the school to serve in the Continental Army, and spent time as Washington’s secretary and 

aide-de-camp. He married into the Schuyler family, a rich and powerful dynasty that assisted in his 

political rise to power. He had a law practice and served in the Confederation Congress and state 

legislature. At the Convention, he supported a powerful national government and battled his more 

conservative fellow New York delegates who soon left. He signed the Constitution and later led a 

successful campaign with John Jay and James Madison to ratify it through the publication of the 

Federalist Papers. In the new government, George Washington appointed Hamilton as Secretary of 

the Treasury, where he proposed nationalizing the state war debt, establishing a national bank, and 

encouraging manufacturing. The conflict between Hamilton’s Federalists and Jefferson and 

Madison’s Democratic-Republicans would create the country’s first party rift. He left national politics 

in 1795, although he still held influence over the Federalist Party, which he used against fellow 

Federalist John Adams and his political rival, Aaron Burr, who would go on to kill Hamilton in a duel. 

John Lansing, Jr 

John Lansing was born in Albany, NY and received an education in law. His legal practice and 

extensive estate contributed towards his considerable wealth. He was a military secretary to General 

Phillip Schuyler and then served in the New York Assembly for six terms and in the Confederation 

Congress for two. He left the Convention quickly, opposing a strong federal government. He would 

go on to advocate against the Constitution. After the Convention, he became a justice for New 

York’s supreme court and was then chancellor for the state. He later served as regent for the 

University of the State of New York. While on a visit to New York City, he left his hotel room and 

disappeared. Some think that he was murdered. 
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Robert Yates 

Robert Yates was born in Schenectady, NY and studied law under William Livingston. He ran a law 

practice in Albany and served in various positions in local government, where he helped author the 

New York state constitution. During the War, he was appointed to New York’s Supreme Court and 

became chief justice after the Convention. He opposed a national government and left the 

Convention in protest alongside John Lansing. He later ran for governor of New York and lost. 
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North Carolina 

William Blount 

William Blount was born in North Carolina and was likely well educated. During the Revolution, 

Blount enlisted as a paymaster for the North Carolina militia. Following his service, he sat in both 

houses of the North Carolina legislature and served in the Confederation Congress. He missed the 

first month of the Convention to attend the Confederation Congress and said little in debates, only 

signing the document in the end to preserve unanimity. After the Convention, Blount lost election to 

the US Senate, so he moved to Tennessee to become North Carolina’s representative to various 

Native American tribes. Blount eventually presided over Tennessee’s constitutional convention and 

became one of the nascent state’s first US senators. Unfortunately, many of his land investments 

turned sour and he got caught trying to conquer Spanish Louisiana for the British. Upon hearing this 

news, the Senate voted to expel Blount, and the House impeached him. He rebounded in Tennessee 

local politics due to his popularity there, eventually becoming the speaker in the state legislature.  

Richard Dobbs Spaight 

Richard Dobbs Spaight was born into a prominent family in North Carolina, but was orphaned at the 

age of 8. He was educated in Ireland and Scotland for an education after which he returned to North 

Carolina. During the Revolution, Spaight earned a commission due to his educated bacakground, 

and he became an aide to the state militia commander. He also sat in the state legislature and the 

Confederation Congress. At the Convention, Spaight spoke several times and attended every 

session. He originally failed in his election to governorship and US Senate, but later won the North 

Carolinian governorship and the US House. He returned to local politics until he was killed in a duel. 

Hugh Williamson 

Hugh Williamson was born to a clothier in Pennsylvania and was educated at preparatory schools 

and then the College of Philadelphia (the University of Pennsylvania). He later became a minister 

and returned to the College of Philadelphia as a professor of mathematics. These two careers not 
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being satisfying, he went to Europe to study medicine but, having set up a practice in Philadelphia, 

quit due to emotional exhaustion. He then decided to pursue science, writing several papers on 

astronomy, for which the University of Leyden granted him an LL.D. Williamson returned to England 

via Boston where he observed the Boston Tea Party. During testimony to the British Privy Council, 

William asserted that Revolution was inevitable. While in London, Williamson became close with 

fellow scientist and Pennsylvanian Benjamin Franklin. During the Revolution, Williamson took up yet 

another career as a merchant in North Carolina and returned to the practice of medicine, becoming 

surgeon-general of state forces. He frequently crossed British lines to tend to the wounded and 

sought to prevent sickness by ensuring sufficient food, clothing, shelter, and hygiene in the camps. 

After the war, Williamson sat in the state legislature and the Confederation Congress and was then a 

leader at the Convention, particularly working toward compromise on representation. After the 

Convention, he helped North Carolina ratify the Constitution and was elected to the US House. He 

moved to New York City to pursue his academic career, writing on wide-ranging topics from 

economics to science.  

William R. Davie 

William R. Davie was born in England, but later moved to South Carolina following adoption by his 

uncle. He attended Queen’s Museum College in Charlotte before graduating from the College of 

New Jersey (Princeton). During the Revolution, he drafted troops in North Carolina as colonel, 

eventually being appointed commissary-general for General Nathanael Greene and the state militia. 

Also during the War, he became a lawyer and established a legal practice. He later entered the state 

legislature and revised state laws. During the Convention, Davie supported a strong national 

government and helped the North Carolinian delegation support the Connecticut Compromise. He 

left the Convention early but campaigned for its ratification. After the Convention, Davie founded 

the University of North Carolina and became the state governor. He returned to military service as a 

brigadier general and was sent to France as a peace commissioner. His political career ended with a 

defeat in a congressional race.  
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Alexander Martin 

Alexander Martin was born in New Jersey but later moved to Virginia and then North Carolina. He 

attended the College of New Jersey (Princeton) and had various careers, including as a merchant, 

justice of the peace, deputy king’s attorney, and judge. Protesters beat Martin when they stormed 

his courtroom demanding unbiased juries and tax transparency. He served in the colonial legislature 

before joining the Continental Army as a lieutenant colonel. Although he was promoted to colonel, 

he was later court martialed for cowardice. Martin resigned his commission despite his acquittal. 

Despite this military setback, he returned to the state legislature and sat on the Board of War before 

becoming the governor of North Carolina. At the Convention, he was not a strong Federalist and was 

not active in debate. He left early. After the Convention, he returned to the governorship and won a 

seat in the US Senate, although his vote for the Alien and Sedition Act wrecked his political career. 

He returned to the state legislature in the last phase of his career. 
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Pennsylvania 

Benjamin Franklin 

Benjamin Franklin was born to a Boston soap and candlemaker. Unlike many of the other delegates, 

Franklin was self-educated. He moved to Philadelphia to work as a printer where he published the 

Pennsylvania Gazette and his own Poor Richard’s Almanac, which became one of the most popular 

publications in the colonies. Through this publication, he became quite wealthy. He served as a 

colonial agent in London and advocated on behalf of colonists. He returned home at the beginning 

of the Revolution to serve in the Continental Congress, and he helped Jefferson draft the Declaration 

of Independence. He also served as postmaster general and as president of the Pennsylvania 

constitutional convention. He went to Paris to negotiate with the French for military support, and he 

signed the Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War. Thereafter, he returned to Pennsylvania to 

become president of the state. At the Convention, he was quite sick, but he only missed few sessions 

and moderated disagreements. He died shortly after the Convention, having completed his 

Autobiography. 

Thomas Mifflin 

Born to a wealthy Quaker merchant and local politician, Thomas Mifflin studied at a Quaker school 

and the College of Philadelphia (the University of Pennsylvania), and later became a wealthy 

merchant. He entered politics as a member of the colonial legislature and the Continental Congress, 

and then became a major in the Army, resulting in his expulsion from the Quaker faith.  He became 

an aide-de-camp to George Washington and quartermaster general of the Army, rising to the rank of 

major general. He saw action in the greatest battles of the early segment of the war, including Long 

Island, Trenton, and Princeton. He participated in a scheme to replace Washington with General 

Horatio Gates, but this did not impede a future friendship with Washington. His service as 

quartermaster general was unsatisfactory, so he resigned his commission and returned to politics as 

a member of the Congressional Board of War, state assembly, and Confederation Congress, 

including a stint as president. He attended the Constitutional Convention regularly but did not play a 
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major role. Afterwards, he continued to serve in the legislature and became president and governor 

of Pennsylvania. 

Robert Morris 

Robert Morris was born in Liverpool, England but moved during childhood with his father to 

Maryland. He had little formal education, instead rising from apprentice to partner of a reputable 

shipping and banking company. He joined other merchants in protesting the British policies 

following the Seven Years’ War and by the Revolution, he had become so radicalized to the Patriot 

cause that he served in the state legislature and the Continental Congress. The Congress contracted 

with his firm to import vital war supplies. Under the Articles, he became the superintendent of 

finance, oftentimes using his personal funds to cover national expenditures. One such venture that 

he personally subsidized was the founding of the Bank of North America, the first government-

incorporated bank in the United States. At the Convention, he was a proponent of a stronger federal 

government, but he was largely silent. Declining Washington’s offer to be secretary of the treasury, 

he became a US senator. His spending and speculating eventually got him tossed in debtor’s prison 

during which his wealth, reputation, and health had been lost. 

George Clymer 

George Clymer was orphaned in Philadelphia and raised by his wealthy uncle who left him a 

prosperous merchant firm. Like many merchants, he joined the Revolutionary cause early before 

eventually acting as one of the first two Continental treasurers, personally underwriting much of the 

war spending. He rarely spoke in Congress but was active in committee, especially on the financial 

matters that would most interest a merchant. He also served in the state legislature. During the 

Convention, he rarely spoke and had little role. He served in the US House, as an alcohol tax 

collector, and as a negotiator with the Cherokee and Creek Tribes in Georgia. 

Thomas Fitzsimons 

Thomas Fitzsimons was born in Ireland but, upon reaching majority, moved to Philadelphia to 

become a merchant. His firm became one of the most prominent trading companies in the city. Like 
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many merchants, he quickly became a revolutionary, donating supplies and money to the cause. He 

helped found the Bank of North America which funded much of the war effort. He entered politics at 

the Confederation Congress and state legislature. At the Convention, he rarely spoke, but strongly 

believed in a powerful federal government. While serving in the US House, he was a key ally for 

Hamilton. Like Robert Morris, his finances later took a hit, but he did preserve some of his affluence 

until his death. 

Jared Ingersoll 

Jared Ingersoll was born to a prominent colonial official and Loyalist in New Haven, CT. He went to 

Yale and practiced law in Philadelphia. Not yet a passionate Patriot, he left the colonies in 1776 to 

study law in London and tour Europe. He returned a Patriot and established a prominent practice in 

Philadelphia. He would later serve in the Continental Congress. At the Convention, he supported 

revising the Articles instead of creating a new governing document altogether. He rarely spoke in the 

Convention. He held numerous public service jobs in Pennsylvania as a city solicitor, US District 

Attorney, and presiding judge of the Philadelphia District Court. He lost election to the vice 

presidency in 1812 as the Federalist candidate. He also frequently argued before the Supreme Court, 

including the landmark cases Chisholm v. Georgia and Hylton v. United States, although he lost both 

times. Ingersoll also represented William Blount, a follow Convention delegate who faced threats of 

impeachment. 

James Wilson 

James Wilson was born in Scotland and educated at three Scottish universities: St. Andrews, 

Glasgow, and Edinburgh. He moved to America where he briefly was a tutor at the College of 

Philadelphia (the University of Pennsylvania), but gave this up to study with the famous John 

Dickinson. He became a lawyer in Pennsylvania and lived in Carlisle, building up a practice in land 

law. He began to speculate in land and lectured on English literature at the College of Philadelphia. 

Wilson was an early patriot and was elected to both the provincial assembly and the Continental 

Congress, eventually signing the Declaration of Independence. His opposition to the Pennsylvania 

constitution indicated his conservatism, which lost him his seat in Congress. He continued land 

speculation and defended Loyalists in court. A mob even attacked his house during a food shortage, 
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resulting in deaths. Wilson became a director of the Bank of North America with fellow Convention 

delegate Robert Morris, which earned him a return to Congress. At the Convention, his influence was 

second only to Madison. Wilson helped front the ratification effort in Pennsylvania and played a role 

in authoring the commonwealth constitution. He became an associate justice of the US Supreme 

and the first law professor at the College of Philadelphia. Many of his land investments soured, and 

he avoided arrest for his debts by attending to the federal circuit. He nearly was impeached for this 

reason, as well. On the circuit, he died in the home of a fellow Supreme Court justice.  

Gouverneur Morris 

Gouverneur Morris was born in the Bronx, NY to a wealthy political family. His half-brother signed 

the Declaration of Independence. He was educated by private tutors and went to university at King’s 

College (Columbia), graduating at age 16. He became a lawyer three years later. Leading up to the 

Revolution, he was cautious in his support for the cause but joined the state’s Revolutionary congress 

and the militia. He would go on to help write New York’s state constitution. He was elected to the 

Continental Congress and signed the Articles. He was a strong ally and friend of George Washington. 

He was defeated in an election in 1779 and went to Philadelphia to continue his career in law. He was 

Robert Morris’ (no relation) assistant when the latter was Superintendent of Finance. At the 

Convention, he spoke more often than any other delegate and was a supporter of nationalism and 

aristocracy. He returned to business after the Convention but travelled to Europe as minister to 

Britain and France. He served briefly in the US Senate as a Federalist. 

John Rutledge 

John Rutledge was born in South Carolina and studied law at Middle Temple in London.. He was 

elected to the provincial assembly until independence and briefly became the colony’s attorney 

general. He supported self-governance in the colonies as the British increasingly dictated affairs, but 

he tried to avoid independence. He served in the First and Second Continental Congresses, and his 

brother signed the Declaration of Independence. However, by that point, he returned to South 

Carolina to reorganize its government and write the state constitution. He became president of the 

lower house of the legislature. When South Carolina was captured by the British, he helped rally 

forces to reconquer his home state with General Nathanael Greene and reestablished the 
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government. However, he lost much of his fortune during this period and never recovered. He 

returned to Congress, now under the Articles, and sat in the lower house of the state legislature. At 

the Convention, he was quite influential, advocating for Southern interests. He was a mild nationalist 

and spoke often. Under the new government, he became an associate justice for the US Supreme 

Court and then chief justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court. Washington appointed him to the 

US Supreme Court as chief justice, but the Senate refused to confirm him, ending his political career.  

Pierce Butler 

Pierce Butler was born in Ireland to member of Parliament Sir Richard Butler. However, he was a 

younger son in the family, meaning he could not inherit the estate or title, causing him to pursue a 

military career. He became a major in the British Army and was posted to Boston where he married a 

wealthy South Carolinian woman. He resigned his commission and became a planter near 

Charleston. Butler became a patriot during the war and was elected to the state assembly and served 

as adjutant general in the state militia. He lost property during the war and had to travel to 

Amsterdam for a personal loan. Butler was elected to the Confederation Congress and the 

Convention where he was an outspoken nationalist who backed Madison’s block. He later became a 

US Senator and was a swing voter, backing Hamilton’s programs but opposing Jay’s Treaty, 

Federalist judiciary appointments, and tariffs. After his stint in the Senate, he returned to South 

Carolina as a wealthy planter. 

Charles Cotesworth Pinckney 

Not to be confused with fellow delegate and cousin Charles Pinckney, Cotesworth Pinckney was the 

son of a prominent family. His mother introduced and promoted planting indigo in South Carolina. 

He received his education in England, attending Christ Church College, Oxford. He got his legal 

training at Middle Temple in London and became a practicing lawyer. He then travelled through 

Europe and studied chemistry, military science, and botany. He returned to South Carolina to 

practice law and began his political career when he was elected to the provincial assembly and later 

became the attorney general for some towns. He supported the Patriot cause and helped to organize 

the state’s government following independence. He served in the Continental Army, rising from 

captain to brigadier general. After the War, he resumed his legal practice and served in the state 
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legislature. At the Convention, Pinckney advocated for a powerful national government and helped 

to establish the compromise regard the abolition of the slave trade. Following the Convention, he 

became a Federalist and declined presidential appointments to command the US Army, and serve on 

the US Supreme Court and as the secretary of war or state. He did accept the post of minister to 

France, where he got involved in the XYZ affair. He returned to the United States and was appointed 

major general in command of forces in the South. He was defeated as the Federalist candidate for 

vice president in 1800 and president in 1804 and 1808, losing each time. He semi-retired to his law 

practice and local politics thereafter. 

Charles Pinckney 

Not to be confused with cousin Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, Charles Pinckney was born in South 

Carolina to Colonel Charles Pinckney, a wealthy lawyer and planter. He received a formal education 

in Charleston and practiced law. He served in the state militia as a lieutenant and was captured by 

the British and held as a prisoner of war. He served in the Continental and Confederation Congresses 

as well as the state legislature, striving to increase congressional power. At the Convention, Pinckney 

was a leader (though he falsely claimed to have submitted a close version of the final document 

himself). He spoke often and supported the power of the national government. After the 

Convention, he became the governor of South Carolina and chaired the state constitutional 

convention. He later switched parties to become a Democratic-Republican and won another term as 

governor and then entered the US Senate. Jefferson appointed him minister to Spain, helping to get 

the Spanish to accept the sale of Louisiana to the United States. He returned to his home state after 

his foreign service where he won a seat in the state legislature, the governorship, and a seat in the 

US House where he opposed the Missouri Compromise.  
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Virginia 

John Blair 

John Blair was born to a prominent Virginia family. His father was a colonial official and his uncle was 

the first president of the College of William and Mary. Blair graduated from that college and studied 

law at Middle Temple in London. He later sat in the House of Burgesses and attended the Virginia 

constitutional convention before becoming a judge. He later served on the high chancery court with 

fellow Convention delegate George Wythe. He never spoke at the Convention and backed the 

position of his fellow state delegates. Washington appointed him as associate justice of the US 

Supreme Court, his final political position.  

James Madison 

James Madison was the son of a wealthy Virginia planter who was educated at the College of New 

Jersey (Princeton). During the Revolution, he served in state offices and helped to frame the state 

constitution. He was elected to the Continental/Confederation Congress and was instrumental in 

convening the US Constitutional Convention in the first place. He was undoubtedly the most 

influential delegate at the Convention, armed with his Virginia plan which advocated for a powerful 

federal government. His notes are the best record of the Convention. After the Convention, he 

helped John Jay and Alexander Hamilton promote the Constitution through writing for the 

Federalist. He later helped author and pass the Bill of Rights from his role in the US House. There, he 

also helped organize the executive branch and the federal taxation system. With Jefferson, he 

founded the Democratic-Republican Party to oppose Hamilton’s Federalists. He later served as 

Jefferson’s secretary of state before going on to win the presidency for two terms, leading the 

United States into the War of 1812 with Britain. He largely retired from public life after his 

presidency. 
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George Mason 

George Mason was largely raised by his uncle who kept a massive 1,500-book library, much of which 

concerned the law. As a result, he became quite well-read. Upon reaching majority, his inheritance 

made him one of the richest planters in the colonies. He also served in various positions in local 

government, including in the House of Burgesses. Mason wrote Virginia’s Declaration of Rights 

which would go on to influence the Declaration of Independence and the federal Bill of Rights. He 

retired during the War, only to return to public life for the Convention. He was incredibly influential, 

but he refused to sign the document, mostly because of an absence of a bill of rights. He also 

thought that the House was not representative enough of the country and that the Senate was too 

powerful. Mason was also concerned that the federal judiciary would dominate the states and 

oppress the poor. He was resigned to the fact that the United States was destined for monarchy or 

aristocracy. After the Convention, he retired to his plantation. 

James McClurg 

James McClurg was born in Virginia and educated at the College of William and Mary. He studied 

medicine at the University of Edinburgh and became well-respected in the field. He returned to 

Virginia to serve as a surgeon for the state militia before becoming a professor at his undergraduate 

alma mater. At the Convention, McClurg advocated for a life tenure for the president and argued 

that the federal government should be able to override the states. He left the Convention early and 

did not sign the document. He would go on to serve on Virginia’s executive council before retiring.  

Edmund Randolph 

Edmund Randoph was born in Virginia and studied at the College of William and Mary. He became a 

Patriot in the Revolution, although his father remained a Loyalist and left the colonies. Edmund 

would serve as aide-de-camp for Washington and attended Virginia’s first constitutional 

convention. He later became mayor of Williamsburg and attorney general for the state before being 

elected to Congress and as governor. At the Convention, Randolph presented the Virginia Plan 

proposing a strong federal government composed of three branches. He was unsatisfied with the 

accumulation of executive power in one office, and refused to sign the final document. However, by 
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the time Virginia ratified the convention, he supported the document and worked to help secure its 

ratification. Under President Washington, Randolph became attorney general and secretary of state, 

trying to remain neutral in the Hamilton-Jefferson battles. He retired following his time at State to 

his law practice where he defended Aaron Burr, who was indicted for treason, and wrote a history of 

Virginia.  

George Washington 

George Washington was born to a wealthy Virginian family that owned several slave plantations, 

including Mount Vernon. Washington received little formal education and entered Virginia’s militia. 

Washington achieved high rank in the militia as second in command of a regiment. In 1754, 

Washington led his men into what became known as the Jumonville affair in which he and his men 

ambushed several French Canadian troops in the Ohio River Valley. This event would ultimately lead 

to the French and Indian War in the American colonies which produced the Seven Years’ War in 1756, 

a global conflict which marked the rise of the United Kingdom as the most powerful nation in the 

world. During the war, Washington would eventually serve as  brevet brigadier general, but suffered 

many defeats during the war. His greatest personal defeat was never being granted a royal 

commission in the British army, instead having to serve in the colonial militia.  

After the war, Washington became one of Virginia’s wealthiest men, having inherited slave 

plantations from his father and brother and from his wife’s late husband. Washington became 

increasingly politically active in Virginia, especially in opposition to the “oppressive” laws of the 

British following the Seven Years’ War. He eventually joined the First Continental Congress and was 

appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army in the American Revolution. Needless to 

say, Washington’s strategy during the war led the Americans to victory, leading to the Treaty of Paris 

in 1783 in which the British recognized American independence. After the Revolution, Washington 

became disappointed with the dysfunction of the Confederation government system and called for 

the Constitutional Convention. Upon arriving in Philadelphia, he became the presiding officer of the 

Convention. Washington would become the first president after the convention. 
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George Wythe 

George Wythe was born to a wealthy Virginia family. He became a lawyer and then entered politics 

as a member of the House of Burgesses. He opposed the British laws that contributed to the 

Revolution and participated in the Second Continental Congress where he signed the Declaration of 

Independence. He helped write Virginia’s constitution and designed the state seal. At the 

Constitutional Convention, Wythe helped author the rules and procedures of the Convention. 

Outside of the Convention, Wythe was a judge and a law professor at the College of William and 

Mary.  
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SUGGESTED READINGS 

Stewart’s Summer of 1787 
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